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Abstract

Machine learning in streaming data is often inhibited by arbitrary changes of the

data distribution. Particularly, classification boundary change, also known as concept

drift, is the major cause of machine learning performance deterioration.

Accurately and efficiently detecting concept drift remains challenging because of

inherent limitations of stream data - non-stationarity, velocity and availability of true

label data. The non-stationarity of the stream data causes performance degradation

of pretrained models and the high velocity of the data generation requires highly

efficient prediction algorithms for real time applications. The theoretical foundations

of existing drift detection methods - two-sample distribution tests and monitoring

classification error rate, both suffer from inherent limitations such as the inability

to distinguish virtual drift (changes not affecting the classification boundary, will

introduce unnecessary model maintenance), limited statistical power, or high compu-

tational cost. Furthermore, no existing detection method can provide information

about the trend of the drift, which could be invaluable for model maintenance.

To better address concept drift problems, this thesis first proposes a novel concept

drift detection method based on Neighbor Search Discrepancy (NSD), a new statistic

that measures the classification boundary difference between two samples. The

proposed method uses true label data to detect concept drift with high accuracy while
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ignoring virtual drift. It can also indicate the direction of the classification boundary

change by identifying invasion or retreat of a certain class, which is also an indicator

of separability change between classes.

To improve concept drift adaptation efficiency, based on NSD, this thesis proposes

two novel instance selection methods for both concept drift detection - Decision

Region Support Set (DRS) and classification - Decision Region Border Set (DRB).

The unified framework yields reduction instances for both objectives simultaneously

without computational overhead. The drift detection method efficiently detects

concept drift without relying on resampling technique. The reduction rule based

on Neighbor Search better estimates decision boundaries, resulting in improved

classification accuracy.

For scenarios where true label data is unavailable, this thesis first proposes a

novel distribution change detection method - Equal Density Estimation (EDE) based

on the estimation of equal density regions. The aim is to overcome the issues of

instability and inefficiency that underlie methods of predefined space partitioning

schemes. This method is general, nonparametric and requires no prior knowledge of

the data distribution.

Finally, in order to detect concept drift without true label data, this thesis intro-

duces a novel categorization of drift types - maintainable and unmaintainable drift,

to describe the necessity of model maintenance in different scenarios. Then we de-

velop a unique drift detection algorithm based on Probability Percentile Discrepancy

(PPD), which detects only maintainable drift without relying on true label data.

In summary, this thesis targets a critical issue in modern machine learning

research. The approaches taken in the thesis of building effective and efficient

concept drift detection algorithms are novel and practical. There has been no
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previous study on the theories of neighbor search discrepancy and maintainable

concept drift. The findings of this thesis contribute to both scientific research and

practical applications.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Governments and companies are generating huge amounts of streaming data and

urgently need efficient data analytics and machine learning techniques to support

them making predictions and decisions. However, the rapidly changing environment

of new products, new markets and new customer behaviors inevitably results in the

appearance of concept drift problem. For predictive machine learning tasks, concept

drift means that the statistical properties of the target variable, which the model is

trying to predict, change over time in unforeseen ways [107]. If the concept drift

occurs, the induced pattern of past data may not be relevant to the new data, leading

to poor predictions and decision outcomes. The phenomenon of concept drift has

been recognized as the root cause of decreased effectiveness in many data-driven

information systems such as data-driven early warning systems and data-driven

decision support systems. In an ever-changing and big data environment, how to
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provide more reliable data-driven predictions and decision facilities has become a

crucial issue.

Concept drift problem exists in many real-world situations. An example can be

seen in the changes of behavior in mobile phone usage. As shown in Figure 1.1,

mobile phone usage has significantly changed from “calls” to “camera” and then to

“Internet” over the past two decades.

Figure 1.1 Concept drift in mobile phone usage (data used in figure are for demonstration
only). [73]

Recent attractive research in the field of concept drift targets more challenging

problems, i.e., how to accurately detect concept drift in unstructured and noisy

datasets [74, 75], how to quantitatively understand concept drift in a explainable way

[68, 69], and how to effectively react to drift by adapting related knowledge [64, 87].

Solving these challenges endows prediction and decision-making with the adapt-

ability in an uncertain environment. Conventional research related to machine

learning has been significantly improved by introducing concept drift techniques

in data science and artificial intelligence in general, and in pattern recognition and

data stream mining in particular. These new studies enhance the effectiveness of

analogical and knowledge reasoning in an ever-changing environment. A new topic
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Training and 
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No

Yes

Update
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Figure 1.2 Framework for handling concept drift in machine learning. [73]

is formed during this development: adaptive data-driven prediction/decision systems.

In particular, concept drift is a highly prominent and significant issue in the context

of the big data era because the uncertainty of data types and data distribution is an

inherent nature of big data.

Conventional machine learning has two main components: training/learning and

prediction. Research on learning under concept drift presents three new components:

concept drift detection (whether or not drift occurs), drift understanding (when, how,

where it occurs) and drift adaptation (reaction to the existence of drift) as shown in

Figure 1.2.

However, for all these methods to be effective, accurately detecting drift, either

explicitly or implicitly, is a prerequisite. On one hand, an insensitive detector might

cause a late or even missed model update, thus failing to adapt to drift; on the other

hand, an oversensitive detector could introduce computational overhead or impair

the model’s generalization capability by frequently triggering unnecessary model

updates. Moreover, the availability of true label data also presents a challenge in

concept drift detection, as in many real world stream data applications, true label data

may be delayed or not provided. Thus, this study focuses on concept drift detection

for both labeled and unlabeled data.
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1.2 Research Questions and Objectives

This research aims to develop a set of concept drift detection algorithms for learning

with streaming data and will answer the following four research questions.

QUESTION 1. How to accurately detect and describe concept drift while distin-

guishing real concept drift and virtual concept drift?

Machine learning in streaming data is often inhibited by arbitrary changes of

the data distribution. Particularly, classification boundary change, also known as

real concept drift, is the major cause of classification performance deterioration.

However, accurately detecting real concept drift remains challenging because the

theoretical foundations of existing drift detection methods - two-sample distribution

tests and monitoring classification error rate, both suffer from inherent limitations

such as the inability to distinguish virtual drift (changes not affecting the classifica-

tion boundary, will introduce unnecessary model maintenance), limited statistical

power, or high computational cost. Furthermore, no existing detection method can

provide information about the trend of the drift, which could be invaluable for model

maintenance.

QUESTION 2. How to cope with high velocity stream data by reducing the compu-

tational cost of both concept drift detection and prediction?

Stream data mining presents two challenges to supervised machine learning

algorithms. The non-stationarity of the stream data causes performance degradation

of pretrained models and the high velocity of the data generation requires highly effi-

cient prediction algorithms for real time applications. These challenges are addressed

separately in the literature, giving raise to independent solutions as concept drift
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detection and instance selection. However, an efficient stream data algorithm must

effectively handle these two challenges simultaneously because of their contradicting

objectives - higher drift detection accuracy requires more sample data, whereas

instance selection pursuits minimum sample size.

QUESTION 3. How to accurately detect concept drift in stream data of unknown

distribution and density without true labels?

An important problem that remains in online data mining systems is how to

accurately and efficiently detect changes in the underlying distribution of large data

streams when true label data is not available. The challenge for change detection

methods is to maximize the accumulative effect of changing regions with unknown

distribution, while at the same time providing sufficient information to describe the

nature of the changes. Existing distribution test algorithms are either computationally

expensive or depends on certain assumptions about the data distribution.

QUESTION 4. How to identify and detect only maintainable concept drift without

true labels?

Accurately detecting real concept drift without true labels is challenging because

of the dilemma between capturing more drift and minimizing model maintenance

cost. Existing error rate-based methods and distribution test-based methods all have

inherent limitations. They either cannot guarantee detecting all drift types where

model maintenance is required or cannot avoid certain drift types where model

maintenance is not helpful.

OBJECTIVE 1. To develop a novel concept drift detection algorithm which can

detect concept drift and describe the trend of the concept drift.
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This objective corresponds to research question 1. Existing concept drift detection

methods are developed using two strategies — monitoring learner outputs and

two-sample distribution tests [75]. Methods in the first group, including [117,

65] are computationally efficient and are able to detect real concept drift because

they monitor prediction output directly. However, they fall short of being able

to describe the drift. Methods in the second group [30, 8, 33] apply two-sample

tests (either existing or newly developed) on the latest data and previous data to

decide whether their distribution differs. They are able to directly detect distribution

difference without true labels. A major limitation of these methods is that they

cannot distinguish between real drift — classification boundary change and virtual

drift — distribution changes not affecting classification result. In contrast, this study

proposes an algorithms that only detects real concept drift (ignoring virtual drift)

and describes the trend of the drift.

OBJECTIVE 2. To develop a novel instance reduction method for concept drift

detection and prediction.

This objective corresponds to research question 2. The non-stationarity of stream

data hampers prediction accuracy, and the high velocity of data generation imposes

strict requirements on prediction efficiency. These seemingly unrelated challenges

are often addressed separately in the literature as concept drift detection [8, 33]

and instance selection [109, 1]. However an efficient stream data classification

algorithm must handle these two tasks simultaneously. This study proposes an

instance selection method that can be used for both classification and concept drift

detection. The algorithm uses a unified framework that reduces the number of
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instances in a way that meets the objectives of both concept drift and classification

without imposing additional computational overhead.

OBJECTIVE 3. To develop a novel non-parametric concept drift detection algo-

rithm that does not rely on true labels.

This objective corresponds to research question 3. Existing concept drift detection

algorithms for unlabeled data rely heavily on space partitioning, each of them uses

different partitioning schemes and often find it difficult to fit all possible distributions

in the real world. Dasu et el. [30] use kdq-tree to directly partition space, which

may create inappropriate divisions in certain subregions. Similarly, Lu et el. [75]

use overlapping circles to construct the partition, but the radius of circles must be

predefined does not always fit the varying density of different regions. Also, it is

very costly to compute the competence model because of overlapping. Thus instead

of calculating local density inequality with a predefined partitioning scheme, this

study proposes a distribution drift detection algorithm based on estimating equal

density regions, which does not make any assumption about the data distribution.

OBJECTIVE 4. To develop a novel concept drift detection algorithm that identifies

maintainable concept drift and avoids unmaintainable concept drift without using

true labels.

This objective corresponds to research question 4. An ideal drift detection

algorithm should trigger a drift alert if and only if a model maintenance would

increase prediction accuracy. However, none of existing methods has completely

met this basic requirement. Distribution test-based methods [75, 30] suffer from

detecting virtual drift. Error rate-based methods [117, 65] are unable to detect
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certain types of drift where prediction accuracy is improvable and cannot avoid other

types of drift where prediction accuracy is decreasing but model maintenance is not

helpful. This study aims to solve this issue by first distinguishing maintainable and

unmaintainable drift and then proposes a concept drift detection method that only

detects maintainable drift.

1.3 Research Contributes

The main contributions of this research are summarised as follows:

• A novel real concept drift detection algorithm is proposed based on NSD,

a new statistic that measures the classification boundary difference between

two samples. The proposed method is able to detect real concept drift with

high accuracy while ignoring virtual drift. It can also indicate the direction

of the classification boundary change by identifying invasion or retreat of a

certain class, which is also an indicator of separability change between classes.

(Chapter 3).

• Two novel instance reduction algorithm are proposed for both concept drift

detection (DRS) and classification (DRB). The unified framework yields re-

duction instances for both objectives without computational overhead. DRS

efficiently detects concept drift without relying on resampling technique. The

Neighbor Search based reduction rule of DRB better estimates decision bound-

aries, resulting in improved classification accuracy. (Chapter 4).

• A novel change detection algorithm is proposed based on the estimation of

equal density regions (EDE), with the aim of overcoming the issues of insta-
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bility and inefficiency that underlie methods of predefined space partitioning

schemes. This algorithm is general, nonparametric and requires no prior

knowledge of the data distribution. (Chapter 5).

• A novel categorization of drift types - maintainable and unmaintainable drift,

is introduced to describe the necessity of model maintenance in different

scenarios. Then a unique drift detection algorithm is proposed based on

probability percentile discrepancy (PPD), which detects only maintainable

drift without relying on true label data. (Chapter 6).

1.4 Research Significance

The theoretical and practical significance of this research is summarized as follows:

Theoretical significance: Concept drift problem is the root cause of perfor-

mance deterioration of online machine learning systems. This study aims to improve

supervised machine learning performance by accurately detecting real concept drift

while ignoring virtual drift, and providing drift trend information for model mainte-

nance. It set the theoretical foundation of being able to indicate drift direction using

a statistic that has a known distribution. The proposed concepts and theorems around

Neighbor Search Discrepancy are mathematically general and could be applied to

other instance based machine learning problems.

Practical significance: This study develops proposes a series of algorithms to

improve drift detection accuracy for both cases when true label data is available or

unavailable. The proposed algorithms are distribution-free and are robust against

high dimensions. Most of these algorithms only detect real drift and ignores virtual
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drift when possible, thus reducing false alarm rate significantly. They not only

locate drift points around classification boundary but also quantitatively indicate the

invasion or retreat of a certain class, which is invaluable for model maintenance in

real world applications.

1.5 Thesis Structure and Thesis Notations

The logical structure of this thesis (the chapters and the corresponding research

questions) and the relationship between the chapters are shown in Figure 1.3. The

main contents of each chapter are summarized as follows:

CHAPTER 2 studies the literature and discovers common patterns of concept

drift handling algorithms, thereby revealing the current research gap. In this chapter,

the basic components of concept drift detection and adaptation are introduced, after

which a categorization of the existing algorithms based on their implementations

details are given. At last, the limitations of the reviewed algorithms are discussed,

which inspires the following chapters and solutions.

CHAPTER 3 introduces a new statistic — Neighbor Search Discrepancy (NSD)

to test distribution changes based on the theory of spatial statistics and nearest

neighbor distribution; and develops a novel concept drift detection algorithm that

is distribution-free (no prior distribution knowledge required), has an exact distri-

bution (no re-sampling needed) and only detects real concept drift (ignoring virtual

drift). This chapter also constitutes the theoretical foundation of the next proposed

algorithms, and it addresses RQ1 to achieve Objective 1.

CHAPTER 4 proposes the novel concept of a decision region and its definition as

a replacement for traditional decision boundaries, which is ambiguous and algorithm-
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Figure 1.3 Thesis structure and relationship between chapters
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specific; and developes instance reduction algorithms based on NSD that can be used

for classification (DRB) as well as concept drift detection (DRS) within a unified

framework. This chapter addresses RQ2 to achieve Objective 2.

CHAPTER 5 presents the concept of estimation of equal density regions, and

based on it, proposes a nonparametric distributional change detection algorithm

(EDE), which aims to overcome the issues of instability and inefficiency that underlie

predefined partitioning methods. This chapter addresses RQ3 to achieve Objective 3.

CHAPTER 6 introduces a new definition of drift types - maintainable and

unmaintainable drift, to distinguish different scenarios where model maintenance

will or will not result in prediction accuracy increase; and after that, proposes a drift

detection algorithm that only detects maintainable drift without relying on true label

data. This chapter addresses RQ4 to achieve Objective 4.

CHAPTER 7 summarizes the findings of this thesis and points to directions for

future work.

Table 1.1 lists out notations used in this thesis.

1.6 Publications Related to this Thesis

Below is a list of the refereed international journal and conference papers during my

PhD research that have been published or submitted:

1. Gu, F., Zhang, G., Lu, J., and Lin, C.-T. "Concept drift detection based on

equal density estimation". In Proceedings of the 2016 International Joint

Conference on Neural Networks (IJCNN), pages 24–30. IEEE. (ERA Rank

A*). This paper corresponds to Chapter 5.
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Table 1.1 Notations.

X = {x1,x2, . . . ,xn} sample of points
n sample size
d number of dimensions
A a measurable subset of sample space

f (x) density function on A
S a subset(sub-region) of A

N(S) number of points in S, counting measure
V (S) volume of S
λ (S) expected number of points per unit volume in S
S neighbor search
Si neighbor search step

I = {i} index set
x(k) kth neighbor
S(k) search step of the kth neighbor
V(k) volume of the search step of the kth neighbor

V (k,n,λ ) neighbor search volume distribution
R(k1,k2) neighbor search volume ratio

NSD(k1,k2) neighbor search discrepancy
S∗ joint neighbor search
S∗i joint neighbor search step
S( j) sub-neighbor-search
S( j)

i sub-neighbor-search-step
X+,X− sample points of two different classes

O origin set, neighbor search starting points
R reference set, neighboring points from sample one
T test set, neighboring points from sample two
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2. J. Lu, F. Dong, A. Liu, F. Gu, J. Gama, and G. Zhang. "Learning under

Concept Drift: A Review," IEEE Transactions on Knowledge and Data Engi-

neering, 2018. (ERA Rank A). This paper corresponds to Chapter 2.

3. Gu, F., Zhang, G., and Lu, J. "Detect maintainable concept drift without true

labels". In Proceedings of the 28th International Joint Conference on Artificial

Intelligence, 2019, submitted (ERA Rank A*). This paper corresponds to

Chapter 6.

4. Gu, F., Zhang, G., and Lu, J. "Neighbor search discrepancy based real concept

drift detection". Artificial Intelligence, 2018, submitted. (ERA Rank A*). This

paper corresponds to Chapter 3.

5. Gu, F., Zhang, G., and Lu, J. "Concept drift-tolerant instance selection". Pat-

tern Recognition, 2019, submitted. (ERA Rank A*). This paper corresponds

to Chapter 4.



Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1 Problem Description

This section first gives the formal definition and the sources of concept drift in

Section 2.1.1. Then, in Section 2.1.2, the commonly defined types of concept drift

are introduced.

2.1.1 Concept drift definition and the sources

Concept drift is a phenomenon in which the statistical properties of a target domain

change over time in an arbitrary way [75]. It was first proposed by [96] who aimed to

point out that same instances can be identified as noise data or non-noise information

at different time. These changes might be caused by changes in hidden variables

which cannot be measured directly [68]. Formally, concept drift is defined as follows:

Definition 2.1. (concept drift) Given a time period [0, t], a set of samples, denoted

as S0,t = {d0, . . . ,dt}, where di = (Xi,yi) is one observation (or a data instance), Xi
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is the feature vector, yi is the label, and S0,t follows a certain distribution F0,t(X ,y).

Concept drift occurs at timestamp t + 1, if there is a change in the distribution

F0,t(X ,y) that has F0,t(X ,y) ̸= Ft+1,∞(X ,y), denoted as ∃t : Pt(X ,y) ̸= Pt+1(X ,y)

[44, 72, 74, 124].

Concept drift has also been defined by various authors using alternative names,

such as dataset shift [9] or concept shift [107]. Other related terminologies were

introduced in [81]’s work, the authors proposed that concept drift or shift is only

one subcategory of dataset shift and the dataset shift is consists of covariate shift,

prior probability shift and concept shift. These definitions clearly stated the research

scope of each research topics. However, since concept drift is usually associated

with covariate shift and prior probability shift, and an increasing number of publi-

cations [44, 72, 74, 124] refer to the term "concept drift" as the problem in which

∃t : Pt(X ,y) ̸= Pt+1(X ,y). Therefore, we apply the same definition of concept drift

in this survey. Accordingly, concept drift at time t can be defined as the change

of joint probability of X and y at time t. Since the joint probability Pt(X ,y) can

be decomposed into two parts as Pt(X ,y) = Pt(X)×Pt(y|X), concept drift can be

triggered by three sources:

• Source I: Pt(X) ̸= Pt+1(X) while Pt(y|X) = Pt+1(y|X), that is, the research

focus is the drift in Pt(X) while Pt(y|X) remains unchanged. Since Pt(X) drift

does not affect the decision boundary, it has also been considered as virtual

drift [87].

• Source II: Pt(y|X) ̸= Pt+1(y|X) while Pt(X) = Pt+1(X) while Pt(X) remains

unchanged. This drift will cause decision boundary change and lead to learning

accuracy decreasing, which is also called real drift.
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Figure 2.1 Three sources of concept drift. [73]

• Source III: mixture of Source I and Source II, namely Pt(X) �= Pt+1(X) and

Pt(y|X) �=Pt+1(y|X). Concept drift focus on the drift of both Pt(y|X) and Pt(X),

since both changes convey important information about learning environment;

Figure 2.1 demonstrates how these sources differ from each other in a two-

dimensional feature space. Source I is feature space drift, and Source II is decision

boundary drift. In many real-world applications, Source I and Source II occur

together, which creates Source III.

2.1.2 The types of concept drift

Commonly, concept drift can be distinguished as four types [44] as shown in Fig-

ure 2.2:

Research into concept drift adaptation in sudden/gradual/incremental drift fo-

cuses on how to minimize the drop in accuracy and achieve the fastest recovery rate

during the concept transformation process. In contrast, the study of recurring drift

emphasizes the use of historical concepts, that is, how to find the best matched histor-
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Figure 2.2 An example of concept drift types. [73]

ical concepts with the shortest time. The new concept may suddenly, incrementally,

or gradually reoccur.

To better demonstrate the differences between these types, the term “intermediate

concept” was introduced by [44] to describe the transformation between concepts. As

mentioned by [68], a concept drift may not only take place at an exact timestamp, but

may also last for a long period. As a result, intermediate concepts may appear during

the transformation as one concept (starting concept) changes to another (ending

concept). An intermediate concept can be a mixture of the starting concept and the

ending concept, like the incremental drift, or one of the starting or ending concept,

such as the gradual drift.
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2.2 Concept Drift detection

This section focuses on summarizing concept drift detection algorithms. Section 2.2.1

introduces a typical drift detection framework. Then, Section 2.2.2 systematically

reviews and categorizes drift detection algorithms according to their implementation

details for each component in the framework.

2.2.1 A general framework for drift detection

Drift detection refers to the techniques and mechanisms that characterize and quantify

concept drift via identifying change points or change time intervals [13]. A general

framework for drift detection contains four stages, as shown in Figure 2.3.

Stage 1 (Data Retrieval) aims to retrieve data chunks from data streams. Since

a single data instance cannot carry enough information to infer the overall distri-

bution [74], knowing how to organize data chunks to form a meaningful pattern or

knowledge is important in data stream analysis tasks [87].

Stage 2 (Data Modeling) aims to abstract the retrieved data and extract the key

features containing sensitive information, that is, the features of the data that most

impact a system if they drift. This stage is optional, because it mainly concerns

dimensionality reduction, or sample size reduction, to meet storage and online speed

requirements [68].

Stage 3 (Test Statistics Calculation) is the measurement of dissimilarity, or

distance estimation. It quantifies the severity of the drift and forms test statistics for

the hypothesis test. It is considered to be the most challenging aspect of concept

drift detection. The problem of how to define an accurate and robust dissimilarity

measurement is still an open question. A dissimilarity measurement can also be used
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Figure 2.3 An overall framework for concept drift detection

in clustering evaluation [98], and to determine the dissimilarity between sample sets

[34].

Stage 4 (Hypothesis Test) uses a specific hypothesis test to evaluate the statistical

significance of the change observed in Stage 3, or the p-value. They are used to

determine drift detection accuracy by proving the statistical bounds of the test statis-

tics proposed in Stage 3. Without Stage 4, the test statistics acquired in Stage 3 are

meaningless for drift detection, because they cannot determine the drift confidence in-

terval, that is, how likely it is that the change is caused by concept drift and not noise
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or random sample selection bias [75]. The most commonly used hypothesis tests are:

estimating the distribution of the test statistics [7, 42], bootstrapping [25, 30], the

permutation test [75], and Hoeffding’s inequality-based bound identification [38].

It is also worth to mention that, without Stage 1, the concept drift detection

problem can be considered as a two-sample test problem which examines whether

the population of two given sample sets are from the same distribution [34]. In other

words, any multivariate two-sample test is an option that can be adopted in Stages

2-4 to detect concept drift [34]. However, in some cases, the distribution drift may

not be included in the target features, therefore the selection of the target feature

will affect the overall performance of a learning system and is a critical problem in

concept drift detection [113].

2.2.2 Concept drift detection algorithms

This section surveys drift detection methods and algorithms, which are classified

into three categories in terms of the test statistics they apply.

2.2.2.1 Error rate-based drift detection

Learner error rate-based drift detection algorithms form the largest category of

algorithms. These algorithms focus on tracking changes in the online error rate of

base classifiers. If an increase or decrease of the error rate is proven to be statistically

significant, an upgrade process (drift alarm) will be triggered.

One of the most-referenced concept drift detection algorithms is the Drift De-

tection Method (DDM) [42]. It was the first algorithm to define the warning level

and drift level for concept drift detection. In this algorithm, Stage 1 is implemented
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Figure 2.4 Landmark time window for drift detection. The starting point of the window is
fixed, while the end point of the window will be extended after a new data instance has been
received.

by a landmark time window, as shown in Figure 2.4. When a new data instance

become available for evaluation, DDM detects whether the overall online error rate

within the time window has increased significantly. If the confidence level of the

observed error rate change reaches the warning level, DDM starts to build a new

learner while using the old learner for predictions. If the change reached the drift

level, the old learner will be replaced by the new learner for further prediction tasks.

To acquire the online error rate, DDM needs a classifier to make the predictions.

This process converts training data to a learning model, which is considered as the

Stage 2 (Data Modeling). The test statistics in Stage 3 constitute the online error

rate. The hypothesis test, Stage 4, is conducted by estimating the distribution of the

online error rate and calculating the warning level and drift threshold.

Similar implementations have been adopted and applied in the Learning with

Local Drift Detection (LLDD) [39], Early Drift Detection Method (EDDM) [12],

Heoffding’s inequality based Drift Detection Method (HDDM) [38], Fuzzy Window-

ing Drift Detection Method (FW-DDM) [69], Dynamic Extreme Learning Machine

(DELM) [110]. LLDD modifies Stages 3 and 4, dividing the overall drift detection

problem into a set of decision tree node-based drift detection problems; EDDM

improves Stage 3 of DDM using the distance between two correct classifications to

improve the sensitivity of drift detection; HDDM modifies Stage 4 using Hoeffding’s
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inequality to identify the critical region of a drift; FW-DDM improves Stage 1 of

DDM using a fuzzy time window instead of a conventional time window to address

the gradual drift problem; DEML does not change the DDM detection algorithm but

uses a novel base learner, which is a single hidden layer feedback neural network

called Extreme Learning Machine (ELM)[55] to improve the adaptation process

after a drift has been confirmed. EWMA for Concept Drift Detection (ECDD) [90]

takes advantage of the error rate to detect concept drift. ECDD employs the EWMA

chart to track changes in the error rate. The implementation of Stages 1-3 of ECDD

is the same as for DDM, while Stage 4 is different. ECDD modifies the conventional

EWMA chart using a dynamic mean p̂0,t instead of the conventional static mean

p0, where p̂0,t is the estimated online error rate within time [0, t], and p0 implies the

theoretical error rate when the learner was initially built. Accordingly, the dynamic

variance can be calculated by σ2
Zt
= p̂0,t(1− p̂0,t)

√
λ

2−λ
(1− (1−λ )2t) where λ

controls how much weight is given to more recent data as opposed to older data,

and λ = 0.2 is recommended by the authors. Also, when the test statistic of the

conventional EWMA chart is Zt > p̂0,t +0.5LσZt , ECDD will report a concept drift

warning; when Zt > p̂0,t +LσZt , ECDD will report a concept drift. The control limits

L is given by the authors through experimental evaluation.

In contrast to DDM and other similar algorithms, Statistical Test of Equal Pro-

portions Detection (STEPD) [82] detects error rate change by comparing the most

recent time window with the overall time window, and for each timestamp, there are

two time windows in the system, as shown in Figure 2.5. The size of the new window

must be defined by the user. According to [82], the test statistic θSTEPD conforms to

standard normal distribution, denoted as θSTEPD ∼ N (0,1). The significance level

of the warning level and the drift level were suggested as αw = 0.05 and αd = 0.003
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Figure 2.5 Two time windows for concept drift detection. The New Data window has to be
defined by the user.

respectively. As a result, the warning threshold and drift threshold can be easily

calculated.

Another popular two-time window-based drift detection algorithm is ADaptive

WINdowing (ADWIN) [16]. Unlike STEPD, ADWIN does not require users to

define the size of the compared windows in advance; it only needs to specify the total

size n of a “sufficiently large” window W . It then examines all possible cuts of W and

computes optimal sub-window sizes nhist and nnew according to the rate of change

between the two sub-windows whist and wnew. The test statistic is the difference of

the two sample means θADWIN = |µ̂hist − µ̂new|. An optimal cut is found when the

difference exceeds a threshold with a predefined confidence interval δ . The author

proved that both the false positive rate and false negative rate are bounded by δ . It is

worth noting that many concept drift adaptation methods/algorithms in the literature

are derived from or combined with ADWIN, such as [17, 20, 21, 48]. Since their

drift detection methods are implemented with almost the same strategy, we will not

discuss them in detail.

Error rate based methods have demonstrated their strength including detecting

only real concept drift and low computational complexity, but their major weakness is

that they do not provide information to describe the nature of concept drift. Another
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drawback is that concept drift can only be detected after prediction accuracy has

dropped.

2.2.2.2 Data Distribution-based Drift Detection

The second largest category of drift detection algorithms is data distribution-based

drift detection. Algorithms of this category use a distance function/metric to quantify

the dissimilarity between the distribution of historical data and the new data. If the

dissimilarity is proven to be statistically significantly different, the system will trigger

a learning model upgradation process. These algorithms address concept drift from

the root sources, which is the distribution drift. Not only can they accurately identify

the time of drift, they can also provide location information about the drift. However,

these algorithms are usually reported as incurring higher computational cost than the

algorithms mentioned in Section 2.2.2.1 [74]. In addition, these algorithms usually

require users to predefine the historical time window and new data window. The

commonly used strategy is two sliding windows with the historical time window

fixed while sliding the new data window [30, 75, 97], as shown in Figure 2.6.

According to the literature, the first formal treatment of change detection in

data streams was proposed by [60]. In their study, the authors point out that the

most natural notion of distance between distributions is total variation, as defined

by: TV (P1,P2) = 2supE∈ε |P1(E)−P2(E)| or equivalently, when the distribution has

the density functions f1 and f2, distL1 =
∫
| f1(x)− f2(x)|dx. This provides practical

guidance on the design of a distance function for distribution discrepancy analysis.

Accordingly, [60] proposed a family of distances, called Relativized Discrepancy

(RD). The authors also present the significance level of the distance according to

the number of data instances. The bounds on the probabilities of missed detections
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Figure 2.6 Two sliding time windows, of fixed size. The Historical Data window will be
fixed while the New Data window will keep moving.

and false alarms are theoretically proven, using Chernoff bounds and the Vapnik-

Chervonenkis dimension. The authors of [60] do not propose novel high-dimensional

friendly data models for Stage 2 (data modeling); instead, they stress that a suitable

model choice is an open question.

Another typical density-based drift detection algorithm is the Information-Theoretic

Approach (ITA) [30]. The intuitive idea underlying this algorithm is to use kdqTree

to partition the historical and new data (multi-dimensional) into a set of bins, denoted

as A ,and then use Kullback-Leibler divergence to quantify the difference of the

density θITA in each bin. The hypothesis test applied by ITA is bootstrapping by

merging Whist, Wnew as Wall and resampling as W ′
hist, W ′

new to recompute the θ ∗
ITA.

Once the estimated probability P(θ ∗
ITA ≥ θITA)< 1−α , concept drift is confirmed,

where α is the significant level controlling the sensitivity of drift detection.

Similar distribution-based drift detection methods/algorithms are: Statistical

Change Detection for multi-dimensional data (SCD) [100], Competence Model-

based drift detection (CM) [74], a prototype-based classification model for evolving
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Figure 2.7 Parallel multiple hypothesis test drift detection.

data streams called SyncStream [97], Equal Density Estimation (EDE) [51], Least

Squares Density Difference-based Change Detection Test (LSDD-CDT) [25], In-

cremental version of LSDD-CDT (LSDD-INC) [26] and Local Drift Degree-based

Density Synchronized Drift Adaptation (LDD-DSDA) [68].

Contrary to error rate based methods, data distribution based methods can easily

describe the concept drfit by locating drift instances. However, they often suffer

from high computational cost when sample size is large.

2.2.2.3 Multiple Hypothesis Test Drift Detection

Multiple hypothesis test drift detection algorithms apply similar techniques to those

mentioned in the previous two categories. The novelty of these algorithms is that

they use multiple hypothesis tests to detect concept drift in different ways. These

algorithms can be divided into two groups: 1) parallel multiple hypothesis tests; and

2) hierarchical multiple hypothesis tests.

The idea of parallel multiple hypothesis drift detection algorithm is demonstrated

in Figure 2.7. According to the literature, Just-In-Time adaptive classifiers (JIT)

[7] is the first algorithm that set multiple drift detection hypothesis in this way.
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The core idea of JIT is to extend the CUSUM chart, known as the Computational

Intelligence-based CUSUM test (CI-CUSUM), to detect the mean change in the

features interested by learning systems. The authors of [7], gave the following

four configurations for the drift detection target. Config1: the features extracted by

Principal Component Analysis (PCA), which removes eigenvalues whose sum is

below a threshold, e.g. 0.001. Config2: PCA extracted features plus one generic

component of the original features xi; Config3: detects the drift in each xi individually.

Config4: detects drift in all possible combinations of the feature space xi. The

authors stated that Config2 is the preferred setting for most situations, according to

their experimentation, and also mentioned that Config1 may have a high missing

rate, Config3 suffers from a high false alarm rate, and Config4 has exponential

computational complexity. The same drift detection strategy has also been applied in

[8, 3–5] for concept drift adaptation.

Similar implementations have been applied in Linear Four Rate drift detection

(LFR) [53], which maintains and tracks the changes in True Positive rate (TP), True

Negative rate (TN), False Positive rate (FP) and False Negative rate (FN) in an online

manner. The drift detection process also includes warning and drift levels.

Another parallel multiple hypothesis drift detection algorithm is three-layer drift

detection, based on Information Value and Jaccard similarity (IV-Jac) [123]. IV-Jac

aims to individually address the label drift Pt(y) Layer I, feature space drift Pt(X)

Layer II, and decision boundary drift Pt(y|X) Layer III. It extracts the Weight of

Evidence (WoE) and Information Value (IV) from the available data and then detects

whether a significant change exists between the WoE and IV extracted from Whist and

Wnew by measuring the contribution to the label for a feature value. The hypothesis
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Figure 2.8 Hierarchical multiple hypothesis test drift detection.

test thresholds are predefined parameters θPt(y) = θPt(X) = θPt(X |y) = 0.5 by default,

which are chosen empirically.

Hierarchical drift detection is an emerging drift detection category that has

a multiple verification schema. The algorithms in this category usually detect

drift using an existing method, called the detection layer, and then apply an extra

hypothesis test, called the validation layer, to obtain a second validation of the

detected drift in a hierarchical way. The overall workflow is shown in Figure 2.8.

According to the claim made by [6], Hierarchical Change-Detection Tests

(HCDTs) is the first attempt to address concept drift using a hierarchical archi-

tecture. The detection layer can be any existing drift detection method that has a

low drift delay rate and low computational burden. The validation layer will be

activated and deactivated based on the results returned by the detection layer. The

authors recommend two strategies for designing the validation layer: 1) estimating

the distribution of the test statistics by maximizing the likelihood; 2) adapting an

existing hypothesis test, such as the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test or the Cramer-Von

Mises test.
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Hierarchical Linear Four Rate (HLFR) [120] is another recently proposed hier-

archical drift detection algorithm. It applies the drift detection algorithm LFR as

the detection layer. Once a drift is confirmed by the detection layer, the validation

layer will be triggered. The validation layer of HLFR is simply a zero-one loss,

denoted as E, over the ordered train-test split. If the estimated zero-one loss exceeds

a predefined threshold, η = 0.01, the validation layer will confirm the drift and report

to the learning system to trigger a model upgradation process.

Two-Stage Multivariate Shift-Detection based on EWMA (TSMSD-EWMA)

[88] has a very similar implementation, however, the authors do not claim that their

method is a hierarchy-based algorithm.

The performance of hypothesis test methods highly depends on the test statistics

they use. Some tests do not guarantee to detect all possible distribution changes and

others may have low performance on high dimensional data.

2.3 Concept Drift adaptation

This section focuses on strategies for updating existing learning models according

to the drift, which is known as drift adaptation or reaction. Some drift adaptation

methods explicitly rely on drift detection methods and adopt different retraining

strategies to better handle different types of drift. Others may not include a global

drift detection procedure, but may partially update models online according to

distribution changes in the newly available data. This section also discusses the

popular methodology of ensemble learning, which uses different learners to address

different concepts.
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Figure 2.9 A new model is trained with latest data to replace the old model when a concept
drift is detected.

2.3.1 Retraining models

Perhaps the most straightforward way of reacting to concept drift is to retrain a new

model with the latest data to replace the obsolete model, as shown in Figure 2.9. An

explicit concept drift detector is required to decide when to retrain the model (see

Section 3 on drift detection). A window strategy is often adopted in this method to

preserve the most recent data for retraining and/or old data for distribution change test.

Paired Learners [11] follows this strategy and uses two learners: the stable learner

and the reactive learner. If the stable learner frequently misclassifies instances that

the reactive learner correctly classifies, a new concept is detected and the stable

learner will be replaced with the reactive learner. This method is simple to understand

and easy to implement, and can be applied at any point in the data stream.

When adopting a window-based strategy, a trade-off must be made in order to

decide an appropriate window size. A small window can better reflect the latest data

distribution, but a large window provides more data for training a new model. A

popular window scheme algorithm that aims to mitigate this problem is ADWIN

[16]. Unlike most earlier works, it does not require the user to guess a fixed size of
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the windows being compared in advance; instead, it examines all possible cuts of

the window and computes optimal sub-window sizes according to the rate of change

between the two sub-windows. After the optimal window cut has been found, the

window containing old data is dropped and a new model can be trained with the

latest window data.

Instead of directly retraining the model, researchers have also attempted to

integrate the drift detection process with the retraining process for specific machine

learning algorithms. DELM [110] extends the traditional ELM algorithm with the

ability to handle concept drift by adaptively adjusting the number of hidden layer

nodes. When the classification error rate increases — which could indicate the

emergence of a concept drift — more nodes are added to the network layers to

improve its approximation capability. Similarly, FP-ELM [70] is an ELM-extended

method that adapts to drift by introducing a forgetting parameter to the ELM model.

A parallel version of ELM-based method [52] has also been developed for high-

speed classification under concept drift. OS-ELM [99] is another online learning

ensemble of repressor models that integrates ELM using an ordered aggregation

(OA) technique, which overcomes the problem of defining the optimal ensemble

size.

Instance-based lazy learners for handling concept drift have also been studied

intensively. The Just-in-Time adaptive classifier [7, 8] is such a method which follows

the "detect and update model" strategy. For drift detection, it extends the traditional

CUSUM test [78] to a pdf-free form. This detection method is then integrated with a

kNN classifier [8]. When a concept drift is detected, old instances (more than the

last T samples) are removed from the case base. In later work, the authors of [5, 98]

extended this algorithm to handle recurrent concepts by computing and comparing
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Figure 2.10 A decision tree node is replaced with a new one as its performance deteriorates
when a concept drift occurs in a subregion.

current concept to previously stored concepts. NEFCS [74] is another kNN-based

adaptive model. A competence model-based drift detection algorithm [75] was used

to locate drift instances in the case base and distinguish them from noise instances

and a redundancy removal algorithm, Stepwise Redundancy Removal (SRR), was

developed to remove redundant instances in a uniform way, guaranteeing that the

reduced case base would still preserve enough information for future drift detection.

Retraining models are easy to implement and can be applied to any other predic-

tive models. The major limitation is that retraining models with large sample data

can be costly and even impossible for real time systems.

2.3.2 Adaptive models

An alternative to retraining an entire learner is to develop a model that adaptively

learns from the changing data. Such a model has the ability to partially update

themselves when the underlying data distribution changes, as shown in Figure 2.10.

This approach is arguably more efficient when the drift only occurs in local regions.
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Many models in this category are based on the decision tree algorithm because

decision trees have the ability to examine and adapt to each sub-region separately.

In a foundational work [32], an online decision tree algorithm, called Very Fast

Decision Tree classifier (VFDT) was proposed, which is especially tailored for

high speed data streams. It uses Hoeffding bound to limit the number of instances

required for node splitting. This method has become very popular because of its

several distinct advantages: 1) it only needs to process each instance once and does

not store instances in memory or disk; 2) the tree itself only consumes a small

amount of space and does not grow with the number of instances it processes unless

there is new information in the data; 3) the cost of tree maintenance is very low. An

extended version, called CVFDT [56], was later proposed to handle concept drift.

In CVFDT, a sliding window is maintained to hold the latest data. An alternative

sub-tree is trained based on the window and its performance is monitored. If the

alternative sub-tree outperforms its original counterpart, it will be used for future

prediction and the original obsolete sub-tree will be pruned. VFDTc [43] is another

attempt to make improvements to VFDT with several enhancements: the ability to

handle numerical attributes; the application of naive Bayes classifiers in tree leaves

and the ability to detect and adapt to concept drift. Two node-level drift detection

methods were proposed based on monitoring differences between a node and its

sub-nodes. The first method uses classification error rate and the second directly

checks distribution difference. When a drift is detected on a node, the node becomes

a leaf and its descending sub-tree is removed. Later work [115, 116] further extended

VFDTc using an adaptive leaf strategy that chooses the best classifier from three

options: majority voting, Naive Bayes and Weighted Naive Bayes.
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Figure 2.11 A new base classifier is added to the ensemble when a concept drift occurs.

Despite the success of VFDT, recent studies [93, 95] have shown that its founda-

tion, the Hoeffding bound, may not be appropriate for the node splitting calculation

because the variables it computes, the information gain, are not independent. A

new online decision tree model [94] was developed based on an alternative impurity

measure. It shows that this measure also reflects concept drift and can be used as a

replacement measure in CVFDT. In the same spirit, another decision tree algorithm

(IADEM-3) [37] aims to rectify the use of Hoeffding bound by computing the sum of

independent random variables, called relative frequencies. The error rate of sub-trees

are monitored to detect drift and used for tree pruning.

Adaptive models offer good performance with only local modifications. They are

commonly used in practice. The only limitation is that these methods are specifically

designed for decision tree models.

2.3.3 Adaptive ensembles

Ensemble methods have received much attention in stream data mining research

community in recent years. Ensemble methods comprise a set of base classifiers that

may have different types or different parameters. The output of each base classifier is
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combined using certain voting rules to predict the newly arrived data. Many adaptive

ensemble methods have been developed that aim to handle concept drift by extending

classical ensemble methods or by creating specific adaptive voting rules. An example

is shown in Figure 2.11, where new base classifier is added to the ensemble when

concept drift occurs.

Bagging, Boosting and Random Forests are classical ensemble methods used

to improve the performance of single classifiers. They have all been extended for

handling streaming data with concept drift. An online version of the bagging method

was first proposed in [84] which uses each instance only once to simulate the batch

mode bagging. In a later study [19], this method was combined with the ADWIN drift

detection algorithm [16] to handle concept drift. When a concept drift is reported,

the newly proposed method, called Leveraging Bagging, trains a new classifier on

the latest data to replace the existing classifier with the worst performance. Similarly,

an adaptive boosting method was developed in [28] which handles concept drift by

monitoring prediction accuracy using a hypothesis test, assuming that classification

errors on non-drifting data should follow Gaussian distribution. In a recent work

[48], the Adaptive Random Forest (ARF) algorithm was proposed, which extends the

random forest tree algorithm with a concept drift detection method, such as ADWIN

[16], to decide when to replace an obsolete tree with a new one. A similar work can

be found in [66], which uses Hoeffding bound to distinguish concept drift from noise

within trees.

Besides extending classical methods, many new ensemble methods have been

developed to handle concept drift using novel voting techniques [103]. Dynamic

Weighted Majority (DWM) [63] is such an ensemble method that is capable of

adapting to drifts with a simple set of weighted voting rules. It manages base
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classifiers according to the performance of both the individual classifiers and the

global ensemble. If the ensemble misclassifies an instance, DWM will train a new

base classifier and add it to ensemble. If a base classifier misclassifies an instance,

DWM reduces its weight by a factor. When the weight of a base classifier drops

below a user defined threshold, DWM removes it from the ensemble. The drawback

of this method is that the adding classifier process may be triggered too frequently,

introducing performance issues on some occasions, such as when gradual drift

occurs. A well-known ensemble method, Learn++NSE [35], mitigates this issue by

weighting base classifiers according to their prediction error rate on the latest batch

of data. If the error rate of the youngest classifier exceeds 50%, a new classifier

will be trained based on the latest data. This method has several other benefits: it

can easily adopt almost any base classifier algorithm; it does not store history data,

only the latest batch of data, which it only uses once to train a new classifier; and it

can handle sudden drift, gradual drift, and recurrent drift because underperforming

classifiers can be reactivated or deactivated as needed by adjusting their weights.

Other voting strategies than standard weighted voting have also been applied to

handle concept drift. Examples include hierarchical ensemble structure [118, 121],

short term and long term memory [72, 111] and dynamic ensemble sizes [86, 119].

A number of research efforts have been made that focus on developing ensemble

methods for handling concept drift of certain types. Accuracy Update Ensemble

(AUE2) [24] was proposed with an emphasis on handling both sudden drift and

gradual drift equally well. It is a batch mode weighted voting ensemble method

based on incremental base classifiers. By doing re-weighting, the ensemble is able

react quickly to sudden drift. All classifiers are also incrementally trained with the

latest data, which ensures that the ensemble evolves with gradual drift. The Optimal
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Weights Adjustment (OWA) method [122] achieves the same goal by building

ensembles using both weighted instances and weighted classifiers for different

concept drift types. The authors of [104] considered a special case of concept drift —

class evolution — the phenomenon of class emergence and disappearance. Recurring

concepts are handled in [41, 49], which monitor concept information to decide when

to reactivate previously stored obsolete models. [2] is another method that handles

recurring concepts by refining the concept pool to avoid redundancy.

This thesis is an attampt to leverage the advantages of instance based technique

while avoid the computational overhead and develop concpet drift detection and

adaptation methods that are both performant and descriptive.



Chapter 3

Real Concept Drift Detection Based

on Neighbor Search Discrepancy

3.1 Introduction

A relatively large literature addresses the issue of learning with non-stationary data

streams by developing learning algorithms that are responsive to concept drift. These

algorithms can be categorized into three strategies: 1) detection and retraining

algorithms [11, 5], which retrain a new model using latest data to replace the old

model; 2) adaptive models [43, 115, 116, 93, 95, 94], mostly decision tree-based

methods, which partially update leaf nodes when their performance deteriorates;

and 3) adaptive ensembles [48, 66, 62, 118, 121, 111, 86, 119, 122, 104, 41, 49],

which dynamically add new base classifiers to adapt to new concepts. However,

for all these methods to be effective, accurately detecting drift, either explicitly or

implicitly, is a prerequisite. On one hand, an insensitive detector might cause a late

or even missed model update, thus failing to adapt to drift; on the other hand, an
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oversensitive detector could introduce computational overhead or impair the model’s

generalization capability by frequently triggering unnecessary model updates.

Existing concept drift detection methods fall into two groups based on their

theoretical foundations: monitoring learner outputs and two-sample distribution tests

[75].

Methods in the first group, including [117, 65], treat the error of the base classifier

output as a random variable from Bernoulli trials, so that binomial distribution can

be used to describe the distribution of the error rate. A significant increase in the

error rate, when exceeding a preset threshold, indicates concept drift. Such methods

are computationally efficient and are able to detect real concept drift because they

monitor prediction output directly. However, they fall short of being able to describe

the drift, thus are only suitable for rebuilding a new model rather than updating an

existing one. Also, their performance relies heavily on the base classification model;

particularly when the sample size is large, the changes in the probability of a correct

prediction may already be statistically significant but the increase in the error rate

still does not reach the threshold.

Methods in the second group apply two-sample tests (either existing or newly

developed) on the latest data and previous data to decide whether their distribution

differs. For practical purposes, multivariate non-parametric tests are preferable be-

cause in real world applications, input data is often multi-dimensional and knowledge

about the data distribution is not available a priori. These methods may be statisti-

cal divergence-based [30], univariate distribution test-based [8, 33], kernel-based

[50, 100, 25], entropy-based [106, 67], computational geometry-based [71, 92, 27],

or instance-based [54, 1, 76, 22, 68]. These methods have several advantages over

error-based detection methods - they are able to directly detect distribution difference
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without depending on classification models; they are be able to identify drift regions

for partial model update; and they can be applied directly to input data without true

labels. A major limitation of these methods is that they cannot distinguish between

real drift - classification boundary change and virtual drift - distribution changes not

affecting classification result (e.g., distribution density changes or covariance shift).

Instance-based methods for drift detection have been particularly well studied

[75, 74] because of their advantageous ability to identify drift instances - data points

generated from a different distribution, which can be used directly in model updating.

Nevertheless, they still have several limitations. First, like all distribution tests, most

methods inherently cannot avoid detecting virtual drift, since they are only targeted

at input feature distribution changes. Second, the statistics devised in these methods

often have unknown distributions. Because of this, they have to rely on re-sampling

techniques, such as permutation or bootstrapping, to estimate the variance of the

developed statistic in order to determine an appropriate confidence threshold for drift

detection. This re-sampling procedure not only introduces significant computational

overhead, but also limits the statistical power of the test.

Motivated by these issues, we propose a novel instance-based real concept

drift detection method, based on a new statistic - Neighbor Search Discrepancy

(NSD), which is developed based on the theory of spatial statistics and nearest

neighbor distribution. The proposed method is distribution-free (no prior distribution

knowledge required), has an exact distribution (no re-sampling needed) and only

detects real concept drift (ignoring virtual drift).

Compared to existing concept drift detection methods, our detection method

demonstrates the following advantages: 1) it is distribution-free and unbiased, and

does not require prior information about data distribution; 2) it can be directly applied
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to high dimensional data without losing effectiveness, as shown in the experiments,

even when the dimension of the data exceeds the sample size; 3) it is sensitive to

classification boundary change and real concept drift while ignoring virtual drift, thus

avoiding unnecessary model maintenance; 4) it is computationally efficient since

the drift confidence level can be calculated directly by a formula, instead of relying

on re-sample estimation or approximation; 5) it is able to describe a classification

boundary change as the invasion or retreat of a certain class and can measure its

magnitude.

This work is novel because although instance-based methods are commonly

used in drift detection, developments in the nearest neighbor distribution research

have been largely overlooked in this community. To the best of our knowledge, no

research that uses spatial statistics theory for concept drift detection purposes has

been reported in the literature. The novelty of this work also lies in the endeavor

to extend spatial statistics theory, which concerns only geographical data, to higher

dimensions. The proposed concepts and theorems around neighbor search discrep-

ancy are mathematically general and could be applied to other problems, such as

boundary detection. These results could also provide other researchers with a new

perspective on the new statistically guaranteed properties of nearest neighbor-based

methods.

3.2 A New Measure: Neighbor Search Discrepancy

This section proposes a novel statistic that measures the probability of an observed

search volume difference for finding neighboring points from two samples of same

distribution.
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3.2.1 Preliminaries

The basic assumption of this study is that the data points, with an unknown distribu-

tion, can be regarded as generated from a binomial point process in multi-dimensional

Euclidean space. Specifically, given a measurable subset A ⊆ Rd , let f be a density

function on A and n ∈ N, a binomial point process (b.p.p.) X = {x1,x2, . . . ,xn}

consists of n independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) points xi ∈ Rd with the

common density f . A binomial point process has the following property:

Theorem 3.1. Given any subset S ⊆ A, the number of points in S, denoted as the

counting measure N(S), has a binomial distribution,

N(S)∼ binom(n, p)

where p =
∫

S f (x)dx.

Now denote the volume of S as V (S), then the intensity of S, denoted as λ (S),

is the expected number of points per unit volume in S, thus λ (S) = np/V (S). For

a non-homogeneous b.p.p., λ (S) may vary for different S. But for a homogeneous

b.p.p., which means that the data points are uniformly distributed, λ (S) is constant

and can be denoted as λ .

In practice, the volume is often defined as the volume of high dimensional balls

based on their distance from the sample points to the origin.

The motivation for a new statistic is that, given two sets X1,X2 of sample points

in Rd , generated from an unknown distribution, let S be a subset of a particular

shape (eg. a hypersphere) containing k1 point from X1, if we observe k2 points from

X2 that fall in S, we would like to know the probability of this happening under
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the hypothesis that X1,X2 are generated from the same distribution. For a general

non-homogeneous b.p.p., a direct derivation of this statistic is difficult since λ (S)

can vary place to place. In the following discussion we adopt an alternative path by

first deriving the statistic for homogeneous b.p.p. and then showing that the result

still holds for non-homogeneous b.p.p. and can be generalized to arbitrary shapes

besides hyperspheres.

3.2.2 Neighbor Search

The traditional searching of the k-nearest-neighbor of a given point x, in a set of

sample points, is performed by ordering the sample points according to their distance

to x, computed by a certain distance function. In order to discuss the property of

the volume that has been covered during this searching process, we need a more

generalized definition for the k-nearest-neighbor searching.

Definition 3.1. (neighbor search) Given a measurable subset A ⊆ Rd , define a

(neighbor) search S over A to be a sequence of measurable sets {Si}, called search

steps, with the following properties:

1) S0 = {x1,x2, . . . ,xm}, where x ∈ Rd , is the initial search step containing m

starting points;

2) Si ⊂ S j if i < j, where i, j ∈ I ;

3) V (Si) < V (S j) if i < j, where i, j ∈ I and V is the volume measure with

V (S0) = 0;

4) Exist α ∈ I such that Si ⊇ A for i ≥ α .

where I = {i|i ∈ [0,∞)} is a totally ordered but not necessarily countable index

set.
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Based on this definition, we redefine the kth nearest neighbor as following.

Definition 3.2. (kth nearest neighbor) Given a neighbor search S = {Si} over

A ⊆ Rd and a sample set X ⊂ A of size n, for any x ∈ X , a search step S j finds x if

x ∈ S j and x /∈ Si for i < j. Define the kth (nearest) neighbor to be the point x(k) ∈ X

corresponding to the kth smallest j of all the search steps that find each x. The kth

(nearest) neighbor search volume, denoted as V(k) = V (S(k)), is the volume of the

search step S(k) that finds x(k).

Remark. It should be emphasized that the definitions above do not impose a specific

geometrical shape of Si. We can see that the traditional searching of neighbors for

a point according to their distance is a special case of a neighbor search where S0

includes a single starting point and Si are concentric spheres indexed by their radii,

of which the 2D case is shown in Figure 3.1 (a). Also in Figure 3.1, (b) and (c)

demonstrate other possible shapes of the search; additionally, the shape of the search

steps can also increase in an imbalanced manner as shown in (d) and (e); finally,

(f) is the case of a neighbor search of multiple starting points. Notice that different

neighbor searches do not necessarily yield the same result of nearest neighbors.

The distribution of neighbor search volume of concentric spheres in 2D, that is

the area, has been investigated in spatial statistics [89]. The probability of finding

the kth neighbor within a given circle of radius t is given by

1−
k−1

∑
j=0

exp(−λπt2)
(λπt2) j

j!
(3.1)

Our first step is to generalize a similar result to multiple dimensions. We know that if

the sample points are generated from b.p.p., the distribution of the number of points
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(a) Sphere (b) Triangle (c) Irregular

(d) Stepped (e) Imbalanced (f) Multiple starting points

Figure 3.1 Examples of finding 3 nearest neighbors and their corresponding search steps
following neighbor searches of different shapes.

falling in a certain region has a binomial distribution. With this fact and provided the

b.p.p. is homogeneous, it is possible to derive the distribution of kth neighbor search

volume in the following way:

Theorem 3.2. For a homogeneous b.p.p in Rd with intensity λ , let V(k) be the kth

neighbor search volume of a given neighbor search, consider V(k) a random variable,

for a given volume value v,

P(V(k) > v) =
k−1

∑
j=0

(
n
j

)(
λv
n

) j(
1− λv

n

)n− j
(3.2)

Proof. Let V (S) = v,
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P(V(k) > v) = P(N(S)≤ k−1) =
k−1

∑
j=0

P(N(S) = j)

According to the property of b.p.p., for each integer j ∈ [0,k−1],

P(N(S) = j) =
(

n
j

)(
p
) j(

1− p
)n− j

where p = λv/n.

For random variable V(k), we can directly obtain its cumulative density function

(CDF) as

P(V(k) ≤ v) = 1−
k−1

∑
j=0

(
n
j

)(
λv
n

) j(
1− λv

n

)n− j
(3.3)

and the probability density function (PDF),

P′(V(k)≤ v)=−
k−1

∑
j=0

(
n
j

)(
λ

n

) j[
jv j−1

(
1− λv

n

)n− j
+v j(n− j)

(
1− λv

n

)n− j−1
(−λ

n
)
]

(3.4)

For convenience, we define this distribution as follows.

Definition 3.3. (neighbor search volume distribution) For a homogeneous b.p.p

in Rd with intensity λ , let random variable V(k) be the kth neighbor search volume

in a given neighbor search, then V(k) follows neighbor search volume distribution,

denoted as V (k,n,λ ).

Corollary 3.1. The PDF of V (k,n,λ ) is

f (v) = binom(k,n,
λv
n
) · k

v
(3.5)
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Proof. Let f (v) = P′(V(k) ≤ v). Equation 3.4 can be simplified in the following way.

Notice that when j = 0,

v j−1λ j

( j−1)!(n− j)!n j

(
1− λv

n

)n− j
= j

v j−1λ j

j!(n− j)!n j

(
1− λv

n

)n− j
= 0

Unfolding Equation 3.4 we have

f (v) = n!
k−1

∑
j=0

[ v jλ j+1

j!(n− ( j+1))!n j+1

(
1− λv

n

)n−( j+1)
− v j−1λ j

( j−1)!(n− j)!n j

(
1− λv

n

)n− j]
= n!

(
−0+

v0λ 1

0!(n−1)!n1

(
1− λv

n

)n−1
− v0λ 1

0!(n−1)!n1

(
1− λv

n

)n−1

+
v1λ 2

1!(n−2)!n2

(
1− λv

n

)n−2
− v1λ 2

1!(n−2)!n2

(
1− λv

n

)n−2

. . .

+
vk−1λ k

(k−1)!(n− k)!nk

(
1− λv

n

)n−k
)

After canceling out, this can be reduced to

f (v) = n!
vk−1λ k

(k−1)!(n− k)!nk

(
1− λv

n

)n−k

=
n!

(n− k)!nk

(
1− λv

n

)n−k
· λ kvk−1

(k−1)!

=
n!

k!(n− k)!

(
1− λv

n

)n−k(λv
n

)k k
v

= binom(k,n,
λv
n
) · k

v
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3.2.3 Neighbor Search Volume Ratio

Previous section defined neighbor search volume distribution based on one sample of

points. In this section, we take one step forward and investigate the relations between

two random variables of neighbor search volume distribution based on two samples.

To simplify the calculation, we begin with the following lemma.

Lemma 3.1. Given a random variable V(k) ∼ V (k,n,λ ), if n is much greater than k,

denoted as n ≫ k, then V(k) ∼ Gamma(k,λ ).

Proof. Notice that when n ≫ k, lim
n→∞

k
n = 0, thus lim

n→∞

n!
(n−k)!nk = 1 and lim

n→∞
(1 −

λv
n )n−k = e−λv. Equation 3.5 becomes

f (v) =
n!

(n− k)!nk

(
1− λv

n

)n−k
· λ kvk−1

(k−1)!

= e−λv · λ kvk−1

(k−1)!

which is a Gamma distribution with shape parameter k and scale parameter λ .

The amount of how much n is greater than k determines the accuracy of the

approximation. As shown in Figure 3.2, V (k,n,λ ) fits Gamma(k,λ ) almost perfectly

when n ≥ 10× k. In a classification task, this prerequisite of n ≫ k is often easily

met because the classification boundary is only a fraction of all the data points.

Now we propose a new statistic measure by considering the quotient of two

random variables that follow a neighbor search volume distribution with the same λ

and v.
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Figure 3.2 The PDF of V (k,n,λ ) converges to that of Gamma(k,λ ) as n becomes greater
than k.

Definition 3.4. (neighbor search volume ratio) Given two independent random

variables V(k1)∼V (k1,n,λ ),V(k2)∼V (k2,n,λ ), define the random variable
V(k1)

V(k1)
+V(k2)

as the neighbor search volume ratio, denoted as R(k1,k2).

Direct derivation of the distribution of R(k1,k2) is difficult. However, with Lemma

3.1, we can obtain a simplified distribution with desirable properties that can be used

for drift detection.

Theorem 3.3. If n ≫ k1 and n ≫ k2, then R(k1,k2) ∼ Beta(k1,k2).

Proof. Given two independent random variables X ∼ V (k1,n,λ ), Y ∼ V (k2,n,λ ),

k1 > 0, k2 > 0, λ > 0. If n ≫ k1 and n ≫ k2, according to Lemma 3.1, X ∼

Γ(k1,λ ),Y ∼ Γ(k2,λ ). Let U = X +Y and V = X/(X +Y ). The joint probability of

(X ,Y ) has PDF

f (x,y) =
λ k1

Γ(k1)
xk1−1e−λx λ k2

Γ(k2)
yk2−1e−λy =

λ k1+k2

Γ(k1)Γ(k2)
xk1−1yk2−1e−λ (x+y)
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Since x = uv, y = u(1− v), the absolute value of the Jacobian of (U,V ) and

(X ,Y ) is

∣∣∣∣det
∂ (x,y)
∂ (u,v)

∣∣∣∣= u

The PDF of (U,V ) is thus

g(u,v) =
λ k1+k2

Γ(k1)Γ(k2)
(uv)k1−1[u(1− v)]k2−1e−λuu

=
λ k1+k2

Γ(k1)Γ(k2)
uk1+k2−1e−λuvk1−1(1− v)k2−1

=
λ k1+k2

Γ(k1 + k2)
uk1+k2−1e−λu Γ(k1 + k2)

Γ(k1)Γ(k2)
vk1−1(1− v)k2−1

According to the factorization theorem, v = x/(x+ y) = R(k1,k2) has the PDF

Beta(k1,k2) =
Γ(k1+k2)

Γ(k1)Γ(k2)
vk1−1(1− v)k2−1.

It is worth to mention that the condition of sample size being far greater than k is

often met in practice.

When looking at Theorem 3.3, one may conclude that R(k1,k2) is independent

of intensity λ ; however, this is not correct. We will see that this is due to the

homogeneity assumption that lies in the definition of the neighbor search volume

distribution V (k,n, p), which is explained in the following propositions.

Corollary 3.2. The distribution of R(k1,k2) does not depend on the value of λ but

depends on the uniformity of λ .

Proof. Non-uniformity of λ means the value of λ depends on the locations and

should be denoted as λ (x), x ∈ Rd . In such case, our derivation of the PDF of
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neighbor search volume in Equation 3.4 from CDF Equation 3.3 does not hold, thus

invalidates subsequent Proposition 3.1, Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.3.

The uniformity of λ implies uniform data distribution, which means that the

distribution of R(k1,k2) does not hold for arbitrary data distribution in real world

applications. However, as we will see, for the purpose of drift detection we do not

need the exact distribution of R(k1,k2), which offers us the opportunity to eliminate

the dependency on the uniformity of λ .

Theorem 3.4. P(R(k1,k2) < 0.5) or P(R(k1,k2) > 0.5) does not depend on the unifor-

mity of λ .

Proof. Let S be a neighbor search on a non-homogeneous b.p.p. in Rd . First, we

prove that for any search step S ∈ S, there exists a search step S̄ in a transformed

homogeneous sample space such that P(S) = P(S̄). Without loss of generality, let

the density of the homogeneous sample space to be 1,

∫
S

f dx =
∫

1dS̄

=
∫

1
√

detGdx

So we have

f =
√

detG =⇒ detG = f 2

We can choose

G = f
2
d Id×d

where I is the identity matrix.
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Thus, such transformation G exists and is monotonic when f > 0. Now let search

steps S(k1),S(k2) be the k1th,k2th nearest neighbor search steps of two samples from

the non-homogeneous b.p.p. and their volume V(k1),V(k2). Denote the corresponding

transformed search steps as S̄(k1), S̄(k2) and their volume V̄(k1),V̄(k2). We have

P(N(S(k1))< k2) = P(V(k2) >V(k1)) = P(V̄(k2) > V̄(k1)) = P(N(S̄(k1))< k2)

In this way, non-homogeneous search steps are mapped to homogeneous search

steps so that previous theorems for homogeneous search steps also holds for non-

homogenous search steps.

Finally, since P(V(k2) >V(k1)) = P(R(k1,k2) < 0.5), we see that P(R(k1,k2) < 0.5)

holds for non-homogeneous b.p.p.. Similar argument applies to P(R(k1,k2) > 0.5).

Definition 3.3, 3.4 and Proposition 3.4 tell us an important fact: Given a set of

sample points X1 of an arbitrary distribution, we find the k1th neighbor of a certain

neighbor search and let the corresponding volume be V(k1). Now with another set

of sample points X2 of the same distribution, we find the k2th neighbor and let the

corresponding volume be V(k2). Then the probability of V(k1) >V(k2) can be computed

from Beta distribution and the result does not depend on the value or uniformity

of the intensity of the search steps of V(k1) and V(k2). We give a definition for this

important statistic.

Definition 3.5. (neighbor search discrepancy) Given two sets of sample points

X1,X2 generated from a b.p.p in Rd , for a certain neighbor search, let random variable
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(a) NSD(10,5) (b) NSD(10,10) (c) NSD(10,15)

Figure 3.3 Neighbor search discrepancy equals area under curve of Beta PDF between
[0,0.5].

V(k1) be the k1th neighbor search volume in X1 and V(k2) be the k2th neighbor search

volume in X2, with random variable R(k1,k2) =V(k1)/(V(k1)+V(k2)), define neighbor

search discrepancy as

NSD(k1,k2) = P(R(k1,k2) < 0.5) = CDFBeta(k1,k2)(0.5)

Remark. Notice that the homogeneity assumption has been removed from this

definition. Also, although Beta distribution is continuous, we only consider k1,k2 as

positive integers, since their original meaning is the number of sample points in a

certain region.

As shown in Figure 3.3, NSD is equal to the area under the curve of Beta PDF

between [0,0.5]. When k2 < k1, NSD(k1,k2) is small, meaning that the probability

of V(k2) >V(k2) is small, and vice versa. When k1 = k2, NSD(k1,k2) is exactly 0.5.

Also notice that NSD is not symmetric with respect to the difference between k1 and

k2.

Next, we demonstrate how neighbor search discrepancy can be used as the

foundation of a distribution test. Let us consider the following example. As shown
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Sample X1

Sample X2

S(k1)

S(k2)

k1=10

k2=3
k2=4

Figure 3.4 Neighbor search discrepancy NSD(10,4) describes the probability of no more
than 3 points from sample X2 falling in S(k1=10), which is determined by the 10th neighbor
points from sample X1.

in Figure 3.4, with a neighbor search of concentric spheres from a single start point,

V(k1) is the volume of the search step S(k1) that finds the 10th neighbor point in

sample X1. When observing 3 points from sample X2 within S(k1), we want to know

the probability P
(
N(S(k1))≤ 3

)
, which is equivalent to calculating the probability

of the 4th neighbor point falling outside of S(k1), that is P(V(k2=4) > V(k1=10)) =

NSD(10,4) = CDFBeta(10,4)(0.5)≈ 0.046. The probability of this event is thus low

(less than 5%), so we reject the assumption that X1 and X2 have the same distribution.

3.3 Neighbor Search Discrepancy Drift Detection

In this section, we will first introduce the concept of classification gap as a replace-

ment for the traditional concept of classification boundary, which we avoid to use

because it is algorithm specific and ambiguous; and then we will develop a drift

detection method based on the previous results of neighbor search discrepancy to

detect the classification gap change. The new method does not rely on re-sampling

techniques and is able to indicate the direction of the gap change.
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Classification Boundary
Classification Gap

(a) Original data (b) Real drift (retreat) (c) Real drift (invasion) (d) Virtual drift

Figure 3.5 Different types of real concept drift and virtual drift reflecting on classification
gap change.

3.3.1 Classification Gap

Real drift is defined in the literature as classification boundary change [44]. However,

this definition is of little help to standalone real drift detection due to the fact that the

extact theoretical Bayesian decision boundary is unknown. In practice, classification

boundary is a calculated line (in 2D or higher dimensional plane) that is algorithm-

specific. For example, given a dataset of two classes, the classification boundaries

generated by KNN and SVM could be significantly different. We therefore extend the

traditional definition and consider real concept drift as a classification gap change. As

shown in Figure 3.5, traditional classification boundaries (dashed lines) are extended

to classification gap (solid lines) which is bounded against each class. Classification

gap is not only able to reflect classification boundary change, but also has the ability

to describe the moving direction of the change. Notice that virtual drift, which has

no impact on the classification result, should not affect the the classification gap, as

shown in Figure 3.5 (d). In practice, classification gap can be negative, which is the

case when the points of two classes overlap.

Next, with the help of neighbor search discrepancy, we are able to statistically

detect and measure the classification gap change.
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3.3.2 Detect Classification Gap Changes

Neighbor search discrepancy enables us to test if two sample sets have the same

distribution in a sub-region. The prerequisite of this method is that the neighbor

search, that is, by definition, the set of search steps, must be predetermined to

describe the region of interest. If we are to detect the classification gap change, the

most important step is to define a neighbor search such that the shape of the search

steps coincides with the shape of the classification gap, so that changes on the gap

will reflect upon the probability of the instance counting difference within the search

step, which is calculated by neighbor search discrepancy.

In practice, however, the classification gap of a dataset can be of arbitrary shape,

thus simple neighbor searches, such as of spheres or hyperplanes, can hardly describe

the shape accurately. A viable strategy is to construct a complex search according

to the shape of the classification gap from a collection of simple searches. The

following definition and theorem formalize the idea of combining neighbor searches.

Definition 3.6. (joint neighbor search) Given a group of m neighbor searches

S(1) = {S(1)i },S(2) = {S(2)i }, . . . ,S(m) = {S(m)
i } of a common index set I = {i},

define the joint (neighbor) search step for any index i to be S∗i =
m⋃

j=1
S( j)

i , and the

joint (neighbor) search S∗ = {S∗i |i ∈ I }.

According to this definition, S∗i can have arbitrary shape since {S( j)
i } can be

overlapped or disjoint. We first list a number of simple properties regarding V (S∗i )

and N(S∗i ) that are direct results of this definition.

Corollary 3.3. For any index i, maxV (S( j)
i )≤V (S∗i )≤ ∑V (S( j)

i ) and with a sample

set X from a b.p.p. maxN(S( j)
i )≤ N(S∗i )≤ ∑N(S( j)

i ) where j = 1,2, . . . ,m.
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Proof. Obvious.

The following theorem justifies the use of neighbor search discrepancy on a joint

neighbor search.

Theorem 3.5. A joint neighbor search S∗ is a neighbor search.

Proof. We simply show that a joint neighbor search satisfies all the properties of a

neighbor search in Definition 3.1. For property 1) S∗0 =
m⋃

i=1
S(i)0 ; 2) and 3) obvious; 4)

for any α that S( j)
α ⊇ A, S∗α ⊇ S( j)

α ⊇ A.

The classification gap of a data set can be estimated by constructing a joint

neighbor search in the following way. Given a binary classification sample set X1,

denote its points from different classes as X+
1 , X−

1 . Since the classification gap

comprises two sides, the same procedure is conducted for estimating both sides. For

demonstration, we randomly choose one side, the one that is bounded by X−
1 . In this

case, we denote X+
1 as the origin set O and X−

1 as the reference set R. Now consider

constructing simple neighbor searches of spheres S( j) = {S( j)
i } for each point j in O

with a common index set I = {i}, such that S( j)
i has radius C j · i. The joint neighbor

search S∗ is a new search with the same index I , and the shape of its search steps

is defined by constants {C j}. Our goal thus becomes choosing a proper set of C j

according to the shape of the classification gap bounded by R. This can be achieved

by finding the kth neighbor of each S( j) in R, for some user defined k, and measure

the radius of S( j)
(k) as r j. With out losing generality, let i = 1 for this particular search

step S( j)
(k), then C j = r j/i = r j. Figure 3.6 (a) demonstrates this process for k = 1. We

can see in Figure 3.6 (b), the joint search step S∗ is able to estimate the classification

gap. Once the gap estimation is done, we can test if there is a change on the gap by
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measuring another sample set X2. In this case, X−
2 , denoted as the test set T , has k2

points falling within S∗. Compared with k1 points from R within S∗, the probability

P(S∗(k2+1) > S∗(k1)
) and P(S∗(k2)

< S∗(k1)
) can both be calculated by neighbor search

discrepancy. Small values of these probability imply a classification gap change, as

shown in Figure 3.6 (c). The retreating and invading of the test set can be defined as

following.

Definition 3.7. (retreat, invasion) Let S(k1) be the neighbor search step that finds

the k1th neighbor in a reference set, let k2 be the number of points from a test set T

that fall within S(k1), given a user specified confidence threshold θ , define retreat of

T as NSD(k1,k2 +1)< θ when k1 ≥ k2, and invasion of T as 1−NSD(k1,k2)< θ

when k1 < k2.

Remark. Based on the new indicators of retreat and invasion, it is possible to

derive measurements from other perspectives of describing real drift; for example,

widening/narrowing of a classification gap or separability of two classes.

Once we understand the role neighbor search plays behind the scene that justifies

the use of neighbor search discrepancy, the algorithm itself becomes straightforward,

as shown in Algorithm 3.1. Lines 1-6 apply kNN to construct S∗(k1)
for gap estimation

and store {ri} and k1; lines 7-10 count points from test set in S∗(k1)
, which is done by

comparing ri with the distance of each point from the test set to the corresponding

point xi in the origin set; finally, lines 11-16 calculate the neighbor search discrepancy

and return the test result. The procedure is conducted twice, first with O = X+
1 ,R =

X−
1 ,T = X−

2 for testing invasion/retreat of points of class −; and then with O =

X−
1 ,R= X+

1 ,T = X+
2 for testing invasion/retreat of points of class +. The complexity

of the algorithm is O(n2k) for sample size n, given that the kNN operation is O(nk),
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Sample X1+, X1-

Sample X2+, X2-

(a) Simple spherical search
steps to the nearest neighbor
of opposite class.

X1-: K1=2

X1+: K1=2

Joint Search Step

(b) Joint search step to ap-
proximate classification gap.

X2-: K2=1
Retreating

X2+: K2=3
Invading

(c) Invasion and retreat of clas-
sification gap change.

Figure 3.6 Joint neighbor search is constructed by combining simple spherical searches on
sample X1, and then invasion and retreat of classification gap change is tested on sample X2.

while updating one point has complexity O(n). In real world system with stream

data, n corresponds to the window size for concept drift detection, which could be

adjust to meet the performance criteria.

3.4 Experimental evaluation

Our evaluation of the proposed concept drift detection method consists of three

sections, through 11 experiments:

1. (Experiments 1-8) The proposed statistic - Neighbor Search Discrepancy, is

the foundation of our drift detection method and could be potentially used in

other instance-based problems. We thus design comprehensive experiments

to demonstrate and verify its correctness and robustness against various data

distributions and dimensions, using the Monte Carlo method.
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Algorithm 3.1: Neighbor Search Discrepancy Drift Detection (NSD)
input :O, origin set containing starting points of a neighbor search;

R, reference set for searching neighbors;
T , test set for detecting gap change;
k, number of neighbors for a simple spherical neighbor search;
θ , confidence threshold for drift detection, default 0.05.

output :detection result for test set,
0 (no drift)
1 (drift invasion)
2 (drift retreat)

1 initialize P,Q := empty sets;
2 forall xi in O do
3 find k nearest neighbors of xi from R, as pi;
4 P := P

⋃
pi;

5 store the distance from xi to its kth neighbor, as ri;
6 end
7 K1 := size of P;
8 forall xi in O do
9 find all points from T whose distance to xi is smaller than ri, as qi;

10 Q := Q
⋃

qi;
11 end
12 K2 := size of Q;
13 if K1 > K2 and NSD(K1,K2 +1)< θ then
14 return 2 (drift retreat)
15 end
16 else if K1 < K2 and 1−NSD(K1,K2)< θ then
17 return 1 (drift invasion)
18 end
19 else
20 return 0 (no drift)
21 end
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2. (Experiments 9, 10) We apply the proposed drift detection method to synthetic

datasets and compare our method to Lu et al. [75] for both accuracy and

efficiency. The synthetic datasets are designed to simulate concept drift of

different types and different degrees, which enables us to control changes more

easily and to see how our detection method performs against various changes.

3. (Experiments 11) We apply the proposed drift detection method in classifi-

cation tasks on five real-world datasets and compare with eight popular drift

handling methods, including error rate-based methods, distribution test-based

methods, as well as ensemble methods.

The source code can be downloaded from https://github.com/geogu/cd.git

3.4.1 Evaluating NSD of a single starting point

In Section 3.2, we proposed an exact statistic — NSD, to measure the probability

of observing an empirical classification boundary shift under the assumption of

stationary data distribution. NSD not only serves as the foundation of the proposed

detection method, the statistic itself is a general tool with the potential for developing

new test methods. Thus, we established a series of experiments to demonstrate

its effectiveness under various generated data distributions, from simple block-

shaped distribution to multivariate Normal, Poisson and Gamma distribution, with

dimensionality ranging from 2D to 1000D. We compared the calculated results to

the Monte Carlo simulated result to show that they are asymptotically equal. For all

experiments, the data point size and Monte Carlo sample size were both set to 1000

unless indicated otherwise.

https://github.com/geogu/cd.git
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(b) Data Dimensions: 10, 100, 1000.
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(c) Normal distribution data.
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(d) Gamma distribution data.
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(h) Stepped search steps.

Figure 3.7 Comparison of the calculated NSD (solid horizontal lines) with Monte Carlo
simulation (colored lines). The simulation result converges to NSD as sample size increases.
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Experiment 3.1. (Different starting point location) In this experiment, we begin

with the simplest case of computing NSD and consider neighbor searches only of

a single starting point. Data points are sampled from a 2D uniform(0,1) square.

The starting point is positioned in a different vicinity to the sample points, namely,

Center (0.5, 0.5); Border (1.0, 0.3); Outer (1.1, 0.3) and Remote (200.0, 0.3).

For each starting point, we apply kNN to find the search step S with the number

of neighbors k1 = 10 in the first batch of samples, then with the second batch

of samples, we count the number of points that fall in S, denoted as k2. This

procedure is repeated 1000 times for each position of the starting point. We randomly

choose 14,10,6 and count the percentage of occurrence when k2 is smaller than the

selected value. Lastly, we plot the value of this percentage and compare it with the

values of NSD(10,14) = 0.798, NSD(10,10) = 0.5, NSD(10,6) = 0.151, which

are calculated directly from the formula of Definition 3.5. The result is shown in

Figure 3.7(a). As the number of repetitions increases, the percentage of k2 < 14,10,6

asymptotically approaches NSD, which indicates that NSD is independent of the

position of the starting point. Also note that in the case of Remote (200.0, 0.3),

the search step volume is approximately 124410.21, which is much larger than the

data points distribution region area [0,1]. This shows that NSD is independent of the

neighbor search volume size.

Experiment 3.2. (High dimension) In this experiment, we apply NSD to data of

different dimensions to verify its robustness to dimensionality. Data points are

sampled from a multi-dimensional uniform(0,1) cube. The starting point is set to

origin (0, . . .) for simplicity. The sample size is reduced to 500 for ease of simulating

a high dimensional situation where the dimensionality is much higher than sample
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size. We perform three groups of tests with dimension 10,100,1000. Similar to

the previous experiment, we compute the search step S for k1 = 10 and count the

percentage of occurrence when k2 is smaller than 14,10,6. The result is shown in

Figure 3.7(b). As the number of repetitions increases, the percentage of k2 < 14,10,6

asymptotically approaches the calculated values of NSD, which indicates that NSD

is independent of dimensionality, as long as the prerequisite of n ≫ k is met. These

results also show that the proposed statistic NSD is unique in the sense that it is

based on Euclidean-distance yet is not affected by the curse of dimensionality.

Experiment 3.3. (Normal distribution) The following experiments aim to demon-

strate that the NSD is distribution-free. We start with Normal distribution with

different mean. Data points are generated according to 2D normal distribution with

mean µ = 0 and 3.0, fixed standard deviation σ = 1.0. The starting point is set to

(0,0). For each mean value, similar to the previous experiment, we compute the

search step S for k1 = 10 and count the percentage of occurrence when k2 is smaller

than 14,10,6. The result is shown in Figure 3.7(c). As the number of repetitions

increases, the percentage of k2 < 14,10,6 asymptotically approaches the calculated

values of NSD, which indicates that NSD is not affected by the data distribution.

Experiment 3.4. (Gamma distribution) This experiment is similar to Experiment 3

above, with data of Gamma distribution. The parameter of Gamma distribution is

set to α = 2,β = 0.5 and α = 20,β = 1.0. The result is shown in Figure 3.7(d). As

the number of repetitions increases, the simulated value asymptotically approaches

the calculated values of NSD, which indicates that NSD is not affected by the data

distribution.
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Experiment 3.5. (Poisson distribution) In this experiment, we apply NSD to data

with Poisson distribution. Note that Poisson distribution is a discrete distribution

which is different from the previously mentioned continuous Normal and Gamma

distribution. Discrete distribution impacts the computation of NSD, as we shall see

in this experiment, since the search step volume can only take on discrete values in

this situation. The data points are generated from multivariate Poisson distribution

using the Trivariate Reduction method [80] with (X ,Y )∼ Poisson(0.5λ ,0.5λ ,0.5λ ).

The parameter λ is set to 10,100,200. The test procedure is identical to previous

experiments. The result is shown in Figure 3.7(e). As can be seen, the simulated

value for λ = 100 and 200 (red and green lines) matches the calculated value of NSD.

However, for λ = 10 (blue line), the simulated value deviates from the calculated

value of NSD by a large margin. The reason for this is that for Poisson distribution,

when λ is small, data points can only have a few discrete locations. This violates the

n ≫ k condition for neighbor search volume distribution, which leads to a deviated

value of NSD. From this experiment, we see that in order to apply NSD to discrete

data, extra attention is needed to make certain that the data has adequate dispersion.

3.4.2 Evaluating NSD of multiple starting points

The experiments above demonstrate that NSD is distribution free and dimension

independent, but they only consider the computation of NSD from a single starting

point. From now on, we will focus on applying NSD to multiple starting points.

Experiment 3.6. (Multiple starting points with non-overlapping search steps) We

first consider the simple case, in which the multiple starting points are far away

from each other. The search steps of these points should be non-overlapping if
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we choose small enough k. The data points are sampled from a 2D uniform(0,1)

square with sample size n = 1000. We perform three groups of tests with different

numbers of multiple starting points, denoted as c. The settings for each group are

(c = 2,k = 10), (c = 4,k = 5) and (c = 10,k = 2). The value of k is chosen for

convenience so that the number of neighbors in the joint search step is always the

same, i.e., k1 = c×k = 20. For each group, the multiple starting points are positioned

evenly across the [(0,0),(1,1)] span to make sure their search step does not overlap.

With the first batch of samples, we compute the joint search step S with the number

of neighbors k1, then with the second batch of samples, we count the number of

points k2 that fall in S. After repetition we count the percentage of occurrence

when k2 is smaller than the randomly chosen values 15,20,25. The result is shown

in Figure 3.7(f). As the number of repetitions increases, the percentage of k2 <

15,20,25 asymptotically approaches the calculated values NSD(20,15) = 0.196,

NSD(20,20) = 0.5, NSD(20,25) = 0.774, which indicates that NSD is applicable

for non-overlapping joint neighbor search.

Experiment 3.7. (Multiple starting points with overlapping search steps) This ex-

periment verifies NSD on multiple starting points with overlapping search steps,

meaning that computations on each point are not independent. The data points

are sampled from a 2D uniform(0,1) square with sample size n = 1000. The test

procedure is similar to the previous experiment, the only difference being that the

locations of the multiple starting points need to be close enough for their search

step to overlap. We use three groups of multiple starting points with size 2, 4 and

10. These points are set as follows: i) (0.5,0.5), (0.536,0.5) for k = 15; ii) (0.5,0.5),

(0.53,0.5), (0.56,0.5), (0.586,0.5) for k = 10; iii) (0,0.5), (0,0.52), (0,0.54), (0,0.56),
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(0,0.585), (1,0.5), (1,0.52), (1,0.54), (1,0.56), (1,0.585) for k = 5. Because the joint

neighbor search step S may vary for different point samples when the search steps

are overlapped, these points are carefully chosen, for clarity purpose, so that their

N(S) is approximately 20. The result is shown in Figure 3.7(g). As the number of

repetitions increases, the percentage of k2 < 15,20,25 asymptotically approaches the

calculated values of NSD, which indicates that NSD is applicable for overlapping

joint neighbor search.

Experiment 3.8. (Multiple starting points with stepped search) In this experiment,

we apply NSD in an interesting scenario in which the search steps of multiple starting

points is calculated in a stepped manner, as demonstrated in Figure 3.1(f). The data

points are sampled from a 2D uniform(0,1) square as above. Three groups of multiple

starting points are randomly chosen to represent different degree of proximity to

the sample points. Each group has four points and their values are: i) (0.5,0.5),

(0.52,0.5), (0.54, 0.5), (0.56, 0.5) for the inner points; ii) (0.5, 0), (0.52, 0), (0.54, 0),

(0.56, 0) for the border points; iii) (0.5, 10.5), (0.52, 10.5), (0.54, 10.5), (0.56, 10.5)

for the outer points. The value of k is set to 5. The search steps for each group of

four points is computed sequentially so that the later points will always find five new

neighbors that are not neighbors of other three points. In this way, the value of N(S)

will always be 20. The result is shown in Figure 3.7(h). As the number of repetitions

increases, the percentage of k2 < 15,20,25 asymptotically approaches the calculated

values of NSD, which shows that NSD is applicable in this interesting scenario. This

experiments also suggests that novel neighbor searching strategies can be used as

long as neighbor search conditions are met.
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3.4.3 Evaluating drift detection method

In the above experiments, we have demonstrated that the NSD is a distribution-

free and dimension-robust statistic and can be applied to single or multiple starting

points, which forms the foundation of the proposed drift detection method. The

following experiments aim to demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of the

proposed drift detection method. First we compare our method with a state-of-the-

art drift detection method in terms of both detection accuracy and computational

efficiency, using synthetic datasets that are specially designed to present classification

boundary change, i.e, real concept drift. Synthetic datasets are particularly useful for

customizing a variety of concept drift cases, which helps us to determine the strengths

and weaknesses of the proposed method. We then apply our drift detection method

in classification tasks on real world datasets and compare the final classification

performance with several of the most popular concept drift tolerant classification

methods.

Experiment 3.9. (Classification boundary change detection) In this experiment,

we apply the proposed drift detection method to a group of synthetic datasets. We

compare our method with another drift detection method — competence model-based

concept drift detection (CM) proposed by Lu et al. [75]. We choose their method for

comparison because first, CM is very sensitive to distribution change and is reported

to have better accuracy than many other two-sample tests and distribution change

detection methods, and second, because unlike other error rate-based detection

methods, our methods do not depend on a classifier and therefore have a broader

application scope.
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The datasets are designed to include different types of classification boundary

drift. A total of nine datasets are used in this experiment, each of size 200,000,

containing 99 drift locations. The datasets fall into 3 groups, as shown in Table

3.1. Datasets in the first group (No.1~5) are generated in hyper-cube uniform(0,1)

with classification boundary specified by formula Y = 1 when ∑xi > d
√

∆2/d and

0 otherwise, where d is the number of dimensions and ∆ is the offset value of the

boundary shift. A larger value of ∆ means a higher degree of the drift. Datasets in the

second group (No.6,7) are also generated in hyper-cube uniform(0,1). This time their

classification boundary is rotated using the formula Y = 1 when x1 > x0 · tan(π∆/180)

and 0 otherwise, where ∆ represents the degree of the rotation. Datasets in the third

group (No.8,9) are generated according to 2D uncorrelated multivariate Normal

distribution with standard deviation 1. The class label Y = 0 if the points are sampled

with mean µ = 0, and Y = 1 if sampled with mean µ = ∆, where ∆ represents the

offset of the mean change, which results in classification boundary shift.

The tests are performed in a batch by batch manner, which is also known as the

sliding window strategy. The batch size (or window size) is set to 1000. The false

alarm threshold, aka. false positive rate (FPR), is set to 5% for both methods for fair

comparison. For our method, two different neighbor numbers k = 1,5 are used to

demonstrate the impact of choosing k on different datasets. The permutation size for

the CM method is set to 500 as recommended in their original work [75].

The results are shown in Table 3.1. As can be seen, the proposed method achieved

higher detection accuracy on all test datasets. For the linear shift drift (No.1~5), in

particular, our method outperforms CM by a significant margin. This indicates that

our method is very sensitive to small boundary shifts, whereas CM almost fails in

such cases. We can also see that for linear rotation tests (No.6,7), the advantageous
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margin of our method decreased. This is because when the classification boundary is

rotating, one part of the sample points will be retreating while the other part of the

sample point will be invading, which results to an extent in a canceling effect when

counting points in the search step. It also shows that a smaller value of k will result

in better performance in this case, since the canceling effect will be more quickly

overrun as the degree of rotation continues to increase. Lastly, by comparing the

overall result of the proposed method with different k values, we note that when the

datasets have a clear classification boundary (No.1~7), i.e., points of different class

are not overlapped, smaller k leads to better accuracy, and when the classification

boundary is not clear, or overlapped (No.8,9), larger k leads to better accuracy. This

phenomenon is as expected because when the classification boundary is overlapped,

larger k will cause the search step to cover a larger region of the classification

boundary, thus capturing more information about boundary difference. In contrast,

when the classification boundary is not overlapped, a larger search step will contain

a larger region where there is no difference, thus reducing the detection sensitivity.

This property also implies that it is valid to use different values of k to monitor retreat

and invasion. This could be the case when one demands different priority of retreat

and invasion, or different detection sensitivity for them.

Experiment 3.10. (Efficiency) In this experiment, we extend the previous experi-

ment to measure and compare the running times of our method and the competence

model-based method (CM) [75]. The datasets used are uniform(0,1) hyper-cube

with linear shifting classification boundary, similar to the experiment above. Dif-
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Table 3.1 Comparison of concept drift detection accuracy (detection rate/false alarm rate)
between proposed method (NSD) and competence model-based method (CM).

No. Drift Type NSD (k=1) NSD (k=5) CM
1 Linear Shift 2D (0.03) 99/3 98/4 11/3
2 Linear Shift 2D (0.02) 98/5 71/4 10/7
3 Linear Shift 2D (0.01) 56/4 20/4 6/7
4 Linear Shift 4D (0.03) 88/3 58/0 23/5
5 Linear Shift 10D (0.03) 43/1 23/1 7/7
6 Linear Rotate 2D 15◦ 99/7 73/3 94/8
7 Linear Rotate 2D 10◦ 98/2 23/4 58/6
8 Normal Shift 2D 0.7 93/3 99/3 87/5
9 Normal Shift 2D 0.5 64/3 90/5 46/3

ferent dimensions and window sizes are used to demonstrate their impact on both

algorithms.

The running times are obtained in a server environment with Intel Xeon 2.40GHz

CPU, 256GB memory and 64bit Red Hat Linux Operating System. The programs

are implemented in Python 2.7 with numpy, scipy library stack. We deliberately

avoid parallel computing and use only single threaded implementation for easier

performance analysis.

The result is shown in Table 3.2. As can be seen, the overall performance

of our method is approximately three magnitudes better (3000 times) than CM.

The major reason for this is that we do not need a permutation procedure since

the significance level of our statistic is directly calculated from formula. For CM,

however, permutation is mandatory for estimating the significance level, which

introduces an overhead of repeatedly computing the statistic hundreds of times (500

in this experiment as recommended by the author). Being aware that this overhead

can be alleviated to certain extent by parallel computing, we also compare our

method to CM without counting their permutation cost and only measure the time to
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Table 3.2 Comparison of running times (in seconds, unless indicated otherwise) of different
dimensions and window sizes for proposed method (NSD) and the competence model-based
method (CM).

Dim Window
Size

NSD
(k=1)

NSD
(k=5)

CM CM w/o
Perm

4 5000 1.15 1.23 1h3m30s 7.62
6 5000 1.36 1.25 1h5m55s 7.91

10 5000 1.53 1.6 1h16m45s 9.21
10 10000 5.72 6.03 5h57m0s 42.84
10 15000 12.7 13.25 12h20m25s 88.85
10 20000 22.41 23.19 21h43m15s 156.39

compute their statistic once (CM w/o Perm). The results show that the computation

of our statistic is still 5~10 times faster than that of CM. This indicates that our

method is much more efficient and applicable for real time stream machine learning

tasks. Also note that our algorithm is little affected by the number of dimensions

and the number of neighbors, but is sensitive to the window size.

Experiment 3.11. (Classification task on real world datasets) In this experiment, we

apply the proposed concept drift method in typical machine learning classification

tasks on real world stream (simulated) data to demonstrate the performance of our

method against state-of-the-art drift adaptation methods.

The five datasets we use are top referenced benchmarks for concept drift prob-

lems which provide great variety in dimension (10~500), data types (numerical,

categorical, binary) and data size (1K~50K). The Airline dataset [18] consists ar-

rival and departure information for commercial flights of US airports, from October

1987 to April 2008. Each data record has 7 features and the classification task is to

predict if the flight is delayed or not delayed. The original dataset includes a total of

539,388 records of which 50,000 is used in our experiment for efficiency. The Spam
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Filtering dataset [57] includes 9,324 email messages collected from the Spam

Assassin system (https://spamassassin.apache.org/). The dataset consists of 500

attributes which are extracted from the original 39,916 attributes using Chi-square

feature selection technique. The classification task is to predict spam emails (around

20%) from legitimate emails. This dataset typically includes gradual concept drift.

The Usenet1 and Usenet2 [58] are two datasets from the UCI Machine Learning

Repository. Both include 1,500 instances collected from the Twenty Newsgroups.

Each instance consists of 99 features representing a message from one of three

topics: medicine, space and baseball, and is labeled by a user as interesting or not

interesting. Drift in the user interest is introduced every 300 messages. Finally, the

Weather dataset [35] contains weather data from Offutt Air Force Base in Bellevue,

Nebraska over 50 years. Daily measurements were taken for a variety of features

such as temperature, pressure, visibility, and wind speed. Eight features are used and

the classification task is to predict whether rain precipitation was observed on each

day. The dataset contains 18,159 instances with 31% positive (rain) classes, and 69%

negative (no-rain) classes. This dataset contains not only cyclical seasonal changes,

but also possible long-term climate change.

We compare our method with eight representative works of different strategies

of concept drift handling, including three error rate monitoring-based methods -

HDDM-A, HDDM-W [38], ADWIN [16]; two instance-based methods - CM [75],

SAMkNN [72]; two ensemble methods - AUE2 [24], Learn++NSE [35]; and finally

one adaptive decision tree method - HAT [17]. For the proposed method (NSD),

and the other detection methods HDDM-A, HDDM-W, ADWIN and CM, a test-and-

retrain strategy is used in order to evaluate their final classification accuracy. This

is not required for SAMkNN, HAT and the ensemble methods since they use their

https://spamassassin.apache.org/
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Table 3.3 Parameters of concept drift handling methods for real world datasets.

Method Parameters
NSD k=1, window size=50

HDDM-A warning level=0.005, drift level=0.001, two-sided
HDDM-W warning level=0.005, drift level=0.001, lambda=0.05, one-sided
ADWIN delta=0.002

CM permutation=500, window size=50
SAMkNN STM size=50, LTM size=20

AUE2 member count=10, chunk size=50
Learn++NSE period=50, slope=0.5, crossing point=10, ensemble=15

HAT split confidence=0, tie threshold=0.05

own mechanisms to maintain classifiers. Also, most of these methods, including

ours, can be used in combination with different base learners. Therefore, for a well-

rounded evaluation, when applicable, the algorithms are implemented with three

learners, namely kNN, Naïve Bayes (NB) and Hoeffding Tree (HTree) classifiers.

The exceptions are SAMkNN, which is only compatible with kNN, as well as AUE2

and HAT, which are only compatible with Hoeffding Tree.

The algorithms are implemented based on the MOA platform [18] using Java.

The parameters for each algorithm follow the authors’ recommended settings, which

are listed in Table 3.3. For a fair comparison, unless indicated otherwise, the warning

level of all tests is set to 0.05 and the drift level 0.01; the parameter for the kNN

learners is set to k=10; and the distance function is set to Euclidean if needed.

The results are listed in Table 3.4. Since no single algorithm outperforms all

the others in all cases, we use a ranking method similar to that in [72] to better

demonstrate the overall improvements made by the proposed method. First, the

classification accuracy of all the methods is ranked for each dataset. After that, the

average ranking of each method is calculated and forms the final ranking, which

indicates the overall performance of each method in all the scenarios. From the
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result, we see that the proposed method has achieved the best overall performance

and top accuracy on two individual datasets. Additionally, based on an closer

analysis, the following observations can be made: 1) the error rate-based methods

(HDDM-A/W, ADWIN) have achieved relatively good result compared to most

methods of other strategies, which manifests their advantages in practice, considering

the computational simplicity and efficiency; 2) the instance-based methods (NSD,

SAMkNN and CM) offered the best performance on four out of five datasets. This

shows that concept drift detection based on instances is sensitive in different scenarios

and is a promising strategy to tackle the problem; 3) the choice of base learners

plays an important roll on the final classification accuracy. For example, for every

algorithm, the kNN learner always has the best result on the Weather dataset but the

worst result on the Usenet datasets. This indicates that, besides an accurate detection

method, choosing the right learner is also a consideration of great importance in

handling concept drift problems.

3.5 Summary

Traditional error rate-based methods are designed for detecting real concept drift

but fall short of describing the drift, thus cannot be used for updating existing

models, whereas distribution test-based methods inherently cannot avoid detecting

virtual drift and are often computationally expensive for real-time online tasks. In

this work, we overcame these limitations by adopting a new perspective of the

nearest neighbor problem and introduced a novel concept - nearest neighbor search.

Based on this concept, we developed a series of statistics, including neighbor search

volume, neighbor search volume ratio and the core measure - neighbor search
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discrepancy (NSD). We provided both theoretical analysis and empirical verification

to demonstrate the robustness of this measure in various application scenarios, as

well as its appealing properties such as distribution-free, unrelated to starting point

location and neighbor search volume size, and not requiring independence for the

joint statistics.

An efficient real concept drift detection method was developed based on NSD.

The proposed method: 1) focuses on detecting classification boundary change (real

drift) and ignores virtual drift that does not affect the classification boundary. As a

result, higher test power is gained compared to distribution tests. This also means that

our method is able to detect real drift without relying on particular classifiers, unlike

error-based methods; 2) is computationally efficient, since the significance threshold

of the underlying statistic can be calculated directly from formula, without relying

on re-sampling methods such as permutation or bootstrap. This makes our method

applicable for real-time tasks; 3) is able to describe real concept drift as classification

boundary retreat or invasion of each class, which is an appealing feature for under-

standing concept drift. Based on this information, a classification boundary change

can also be described from other perspectives, such as the widening/narrowing of

the classification gap or the separability of the two classes.



Chapter 4

Concept Drift-Tolerant Instance

Selection

4.1 Introduction

Coping with the stream data velocity challenge requires fast machine learning

algorithms and, to date, many have been specially designed for stream data [32].

However, instead of developing new learning algorithms, an alternative approach that

offers a broader applicable scope is to reduce the size of the sample data. With this

strategy, not only model training is faster, prediction accuracy can even be better, due

to removing superfluous instances. Sample reduction techniques include reducing the

number of features [114, 102, 112], reducing the number of instances [83, 46, 105],

or both at the same time [31, 47]. Our framework is focused on reducing the number

of instances, also known as instance selection, because this approach is particularly

effective for reducing the prediction cost of instance-based learning algorithms (aka

lazy learning algorithms) especially in kNN-based classification [29].
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The aim of an instance selection algorithm is to find the minimum subset of

training data that will yield the same classification accuracy as if trained with the

full training set. Since removing noisy data can improve accuracy, this strategy

can also be considered as a bi-objective problem that minimizes the training set

while maximizing classification accuracy. Several scholars have strived to achieve a

better balance between these two goals. Their studies can be categorized into two

groups. The first group [109, 1, 23, 74] involves removing instances that have no

impact on the classification output. Here, the reduction results are often based on

decision boundary instances or cluster centroids. The second group [79, 10, 36]

involves resolving the geometrical properties of sample instances to estimate and

then preserve the decision boundaries.

However, as mentioned, concept drift and instance selection are usually studied

independently. Yet an efficient stream data classification algorithm must handle

these two tasks effectively and, moreover, simultaneously. While it is possible to use

different algorithms to specifically tackle each problem, this is not an ideal solution

because the objectives of each task contradict each other: higher drift detection

accuracy requires more sample data, higher quality instance selection requires less.

Further, relying on multiple algorithms also adds to computational overheads.

Only a few attempts have been made to develop instance selection algorithms

particularly tailored for stream data. Incremental instance selection methods, such as

IB3 [1], are able to adapt to concept drift but with several drawbacks: 1) the models

require constant updates; 2) they are not detection-based methods, so they are only

suitable for detecting gradual concept drift; 3) the framework design is based on

incremental adaptation, which has a limited ability to describe decision boundaries

and means classification performance in stationary data scenarios is suboptimal.
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Notably, CBM [74] is a detection-based method instance selection method. However,

it cannot ignore virtual drift and suffers from reduced test power once the instances

have been selected.

Motivated by these issues, we have developed a novel instance selection method

that can be used for both classification and concept drift detection. The method sits

within a unified framework that reduces the number of instances in a way that meets

the objectives of both concept drift and classification without imposing additional

computational overhead. The drift detection method is developed based on Decision

Region Support set (DRS), which is an extension to neighbor search discrepancy.

DRS only detects real concept drift and does not rely on a resampling technique to

do so. At the same time, Decision Region Boundary set (DRB) provides a better

estimation of the decision boundaries, which improves final classification accuracy.

Experimental evaluations based on both synthetic and real-world datasets show that

the proposed method is computationally efficient and, when compared with most

popular benchmarks, it demonstrates the best performance in both stationary and

dynamic (drift) scenarios.

4.2 Decision region estimation using neighbor search

In this section, we answer the fundamental question of how to define the decision

boundary. We begin by introducing the theoretical concept of a decision region as

a more informative definition of a traditional decision boundary. This discussion

is followed by a brief review of our existing work on neighbor searches and an

explanation of its usefulness for estimating decision regions. Lastly, we propose
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two pre-processing algorithms to improve estimation. This section serves as the

foundation of the proposed instance selection and drift detection methods.

4.2.1 Decision regions

A traditional decision boundary is a calculated line (in 2D or a hypersurface in higher

dimensions) that separates instances into different classes for prediction. However,

in practice, this definition is algorithm-specific and is of little help to standalone

classification methods. For example, from a Bayesian point of view, a decision

boundary can be viewed as the region where two classes have the same density.

Yet, for kNN, SVM or decision trees, the generated decision boundary could be

significantly different.

To overcome this ambiguity, we introduce a new definition of a decision boundary.

As distinct from a distribution border, which describes a P(X) distribution, a decision

boundary must leverage the distribution information of two classes. Using a similar

perspective to the Bayesian view, a decision region is defined as a replacement for a

decision boundary.

Definition 4.1. (decision region) Given a sample space A ⊆ Rd of binary classes

{+,−}, let C+ and C− be the open subsets of A where the distribution density is

non-zero. That is, C+ = {x : P(+|x)> 0,x ∈ A},C− = {x : P(−|x)> 0,x ∈ A}, and

C+,C− are their corresponding closures. The decision region of + is then defined as

dr+ = {x : argmin
x∈C+

dist(x,x−),∀x− ∈C−}
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Similarly, the decision region of − is defined as

dr− = {x : argmin
x∈C−

dist(x,x+),∀x+ ∈C+}

where dist is a distance function.

In essence, the decision region for a class comprises the locations within its

distribution that are closest to the distribution of the opposite class. Since the two

classes can have arbitrary distributions relative to each other, decision regions may

present as different shapes in different cases. As shown in Figure 4.1(a), when the

distributions of the two classes are separate, the decision regions are the boundary

sections that are closest to each other. When two distributions adjoin but do not

overlap, their decision regions also coincide as shown in Figure 4.1(b). In these

cases, the decision region resembles a traditional decision boundary. Lastly, if the

two distributions overlap, as shown in Figure 4.1(c), the decision region is the entire

overlapping region since any point in this region has a non-zero distribution density

for both classes. Thus, any location within this region is closest (zero distance) to

the opposite class distribution.

Decision regions significantly impact the classification results. It is easy to see

there would be no difficulties in choosing a class for unlabeled points outside the

decision regions (or, to be precise, on their boundaries). Only those points within the

decision regions have the potential to belong to different classes. Another important

property of decision regions is that, when the distribution of a certain class changes,

its decision region also changes. Therefore, our aim is to use a selected subset of

sample instances to estimate the decision regions for classification and, meanwhile,

monitor the distribution changes within them for concept drift detection.
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C+ C-

Data Distribution
Distance

(a) Separate

C+ C-

Decision Region of +
Decision Region of -

(b) Joint

C+ C-

(c) Overlapping

Figure 4.1 Different shapes of decision region when the distributions of samples of two
classes have different relative positions - (a) separate, (b) joint and (c) overlapping.

4.2.2 Neighbor search

Decision regions are a theoretical construct determined by the data distribution. In

real-world applications, however, the exact data distribution is always unknown.

Hence, decision regions cannot be computed directly; rather, they must be estimated

from the data samples. To precisely measure these regions and statistically detect

the changes within them, the estimation method we propose is based on neighbor

search, which was designed specifically for efficient real drift detection.

The k nearest neighbors of a given point x are determined by ordering the sample

points according to their distance to x as calculated by a distance function. Neighbor

search (Definition 3.1) has a more generalized definition than k-nearest-neighbor

searching.

This definition is a generalization of traditional neighbor searching in the sense

that it can have multiple starting points and does not impose a specific geometrical

shape on the search steps. Traditionally, searching neighbors for a point can be

viewed as a special case of a neighbor search that has a single starting point and

the search steps are concentric spheres as indexed by their radii. However, it is also
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possible to construct a neighbor search with multiple starting points as the union of a

set of spherical neighbor searches with different starting points. This is the key idea

of our approach to estimation and is defined as Joint Neighbor Search (Definition

3.6).

Joint neighbor search steps can have arbitrary shapes since the corresponding

spherical searches can have different increasing rates. This means one can choose

appropriate increasing rates for the purposes of estimating the decision regions.

Take a sample set X of points from two classes, denoted as X+ and X− as an

example and, for demonstration purposes, consider an estimation for the decision

region of − since decision regions can have two directions. To avoid confusion, X+

is denoted as the origin set O, which comprises all the starting points, and X− as the

reference set R, for which the decision region is estimated. Let S( j) = {S( j)
i } be a

spherical neighbor search for point j in O. Given a common index set I = {i}, let

S( j)
i have a radius of C j · i. The joint neighbor search S∗ of all {S( j)} will have the

same index I , and the shape of the search steps will be defined by the constants

{C j}. Hence, the question becomes one of choosing a proper set of C j according to

the shape of the distribution of R.

In our approach, C j is determined as follows: Find the kth neighbor of each

S( j) in R and measure the radius of S( j)
(k) as r j. Since all neighbor searches have the

same index, let i = 1 for this particular search step S( j)
(k), then C j = r j/i = r j, which

reveals the increasing rates {C j} for all the spherical searches. We term the set of all

neighboring points found for a given k in this process as the ‘decision set’. Figure

4.2 demonstrates the process for k = 1. The data distribution is shown in Figure

4.2(a). Figure 4.2(b) shows the spherical neighbor searches for each sample point
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Sample Instances
Data Distribution

(a) Data distribution

Search Steps

(b) Spherical Searches

Joint Search Step

(c) Decision Region Estima-
tion

Figure 4.2 Joint neighbor search is constructed by combining spherical searches with
different increasing rate and is used to estimate the decision region.

from both classes. The outcome, in Figure 4.2(c), is the intersection of the joint

search steps from both directions, which is the decision region estimation.

The algorithm for finding decision set is listed in Algorithm 4.1.

Algorithm 4.1: DecisionSet
input :O, origin set containing starting points of a neighbor search;

R, reference set for searching neighbors;
k, number of neighbors for a simple spherical neighbor search;

output :decision set of R

1 initialize D := empty sets;
2 forall x in O do
3 find k nearest neighbors of x from R, as Xk;
4 D := D

⋃
Xk;

5 end
6 return D

4.2.3 Automatically choosing k

In the previous section, we demonstrated how to estimate decision regions with the

help of a joint neighbor search. However, our question is not yet fully answered.
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Joint Neighbor Search

(a) Separate (k=1)

Sample Instances

(b) Overlapping (k=1) (c) Overlapping (k=10)

Figure 4.3 Neighbor searches for estimating different types of decision regions.

Rather, the burden has merely been shifted onto choosing a proper k. This is

important because k’s value significantly affects estimation accuracy in different

scenarios.

When the distributions of the two classes do not overlap, the neighbor search

generated by k=1 is able to describe the decision region, in which case the decision

set only includes some of the border points, as shown in Figure 4.3(a). However, in

most real-world cases, the distributions of the two classes do overlap, which means

the decision region will contain mixed sample points. In such cases, a small value

of k will result in scattered spherical neighbor searches across the decision region,

resulting in a poor estimation of the underlying continuous decision region by the

joint neighbor search. This phenomenon is illustrated in Figure 4.3(b). If we choose

a larger k, the scattered neighbor searches begin to overlap and the joint neighbor

search produces a better estimation, as shown in Figure 4.3(c). On the other hand, if

k is too large in either overlapping or non-overlapping cases, the neighbor search

occupies more space and will likely exceed the size of a proper estimation.
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In practice, it is not feasible to manually specify a proper value of k since an

appropriate value depends on the data distribution. However, the above discussion

demonstrates that the optimal spherical neighbor search steps have two properties:

1. a neighbor should overlap with nearby scattered searches; and

2. the joint neighbor search step should minimize the region’s volume.

Given these two properties, it is possible to define rules to automatically find the

optimal value of k for a given sample set.

To ensure both properties are satisfied, we use an iterative strategy to test each

value of k starting from 1. For each iteration as k increases, the increment of the

joint neighbor search step must include at least one point from the origin set. That is,

{x : x ∈ O,x ∈ S∗k −S∗k−1} ̸= /0

This guarantees that neighbor searches from nearby points in the origin set will

overlap. The iteration process immediately stops if this test fails. This stop condition

guarantees that each joint neighbor search step is of the minimum volume.

The pseudo-code for the joint neighbor search is shown in Algorithm 4.2. Line 2

starts the loop of testing values for k starting from 1. In each iteration (Lines 3-8), the

total number of origin points that are included in the current search step are counted.

Line 9 compares the current number of covered origin points with the number in the

previous search step. When no more origin points are covered in the current search

step, the k value for the previous search step is chosen to be the optimal value.

It is worth mentioning that choosing the k values for decision regions with

different directions occurs as two separate procedures for each different class, and
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Algorithm 4.2: FindK
input :O, origin set containing starting points of a neighbor search;

R, reference set for searching neighbors;
output :number of neighbors for points in origin set

1 initialize PreviousCoverage := 0;
2 for K in [1,2, . . .] do
3 initialize CurrentCoverage := 0;
4 forall xi in O do
5 find xi’s Kth neighbor y from R;
6 forall x j in O do
7 if dist(xi,x j)≤ dist(xi,y) then
8 increase CurrentCoverage by 1;
9 end

10 end
11 end
12 if CurrentCoverage == PreviousCoverage then
13 return K −1;
14 end
15 else
16 let PreviousCoverage :=CurrentCoverage;
17 continue;
18 end
19 end
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these procedures may yield different values of k. For example, k0 = 1 for class +

and k1 = 5 for class −. Notably, separating the processes offers an additional benefit

when the sample points for two classes are imbalanced since a larger k is required to

cover the decision region for the class with the higher density distribution and vise

versa.

4.2.4 Noise removal

In real-world datasets, noisy points are almost unavoidable, but they will have a

significant impact on the decision region estimation because noisy points that lie

outside the decision regions will generate their own neighbor searches. This will

scatter the searches from its opposite class as well as create redundant neighbor

searches of its own class. Fortunately, in our framework, noise can be removed

relatively easily using a simple strategy that is similar to ENN [108]. If a point is

surrounded by points of the opposite class, it is considered to be noise. Specifically,

we calculate the 1NN of the reference set to the origin set. Then, if a point from

the origin set is the nearest neighbor to more than one point in the reference set, it

is considered as noise and will be removed from the origin set. Admittedly, this

is an aggressive strategy since it also removes the outermost points in the decision

region. The overall result is a slightly larger joint neighbor search than is necessary.

However, for our estimation purposes, this increase in size is acceptable because the

neighbor search procedure still guarantees that the correct decision regions will be

included.

This noise removal procedure is shown below in Algorithm 4.3.
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Algorithm 4.3: RemoveNoise
input :O, origin set containing starting points of a neighbor search;

R, reference set for searching neighbors;
output :reference set with noise points removed

1 forall x in O do
2 find x’s nearest neighbor from R;
3 end
4 forall y in R do
5 if y is a nearest neighbor for more than 1 point in O then
6 remove y from R;
7 end
8 end
9 return R

4.3 Concept drift-tolerant instance selection

Our goal is to reduce the number of instances required to describe the decision

boundary and, meanwhile, still be able to detect decision boundary changes. In

Section 4.2, we presented the algorithms for estimating decision regions using

neighbor searches on the full sample set. The drift detection method outlined in the

first half of Section 4.3.1 is based on these algorithms. In the second half of Section

4.3.1, we demonstrate an extension to this estimation process and introduce an

instance selection method that drastically reduces the number of instances required

for drift detection without sacrificing accuracy. Section 4.3.2 presents an efficient

instance selection algorithm for classification based on the detection algorithm in

Section 4.3.1.
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4.3.1 Instance selection for drift detection

With an accurate estimation of the decision region, the goal of detecting concept drift

has been transformed into one of detecting changes in the decision region. These

changes can be identified using the neighbor search discrepancy statistic.

The idea is to monitor the size difference of the decision set derived from two

reference sets from different sample sets that supposedly have the same distribution.

The exact distribution of the test statistic is derived by examining the total volume

of all joint neighbor search steps. The definition of neighbor search volume ratio

(Definition 3.4) considers two random variables — one for each sample set — which

represent the volume of the kth search step in the same neighbor search.

Under the hypothesis of the two sample sets having the same distribution, this

statistic exhibits a desirable property that is independent of the data distribution and

is defined as neighbor search discrepancy (Definition 3.5).

NSD(k1,k2) = P(R(k1,k2) < 0.5) = CDFBeta(k1,k2)(0.5)

Based on neighbor search discrepancy, whether the decision regions for two

sample sets X1,X2 are the same can be tested as follows:

For a certain class, e.g., class −, X−
1 denotes the reference set R, and X−

2 denotes

the test set T . First, estimate the decision region of R with the joint search step S∗

and record the size of the decision set as C. Next, count the number of points from T

that fall within S∗ and denote it as CT . On the assumption that R and T are generated

from the same distribution, if CT <C, compute

P(S∗(CT+1) > S∗(C)) = NSD(C,CT +1)
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else, if CT >C, compute

P(S∗(CT ) < S∗(C)) = 1−NSD(C,CT )

In both cases, the probabilities can be calculated by the neighbor search discrep-

ancy statistic. Small values indicate that R and T have different decision regions,

which implies concept drift. This logic is shown in Algorithm 4.6, Lines 11-16.

As the above discussion shows, computing NSD requires that spherical neigh-

bor searches be generated for every point in origin set. Then, the point counting

operation with the points in test set also requires comparing their distances to every

point in the origin set. This is a major limitation of NSD, especially with large or

high-dimensional sample sizes, because the storage requirements and computation

overhead render this technique impractical for real-time stream data processing tasks.

The most viable alternative is instance selection, i.e., instance reduction.

With this in mind, it is natural to consider which instances make the most

contribution to detecting drift. In our case, this translates to identifying which

spherical neighbor searches contribute the most volume to the joint neighbor search.

This set is defined as follows:

Definition 4.2. (optimal decision region support set) Define the optimal decision

region support set ODRS as the subset of the starting points O of a joint neighbor

search whose spherical neighbor search step S(i) contributes to the volume of the

joint neighbor search step S∗. That is,

ODRS = {x(i) : x(i) ∈ O,V
(⋃

S( j)) ̸=V (S∗),∀ j ̸= i}
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Intuitively, the points in origin set that do not belong to ODRS are the ones with

search step spheres that are completely covered by another sphere. Hence, if they

were removed, the total step volume would remain the same. The instance selection

problem can thus be framed geometrically as follows:

Given a union of variable-sized and possibly overlapping spheres, find

the minimal set of spheres whose union has equal volume to the original

union.

This is a classic NP-hard problem, known as the n-ball covering problem. The

most recent effort to attempt to answer this question, i.e., “If a union of spheres

covers another sphere (or intersection of spheres),” was tackled by solving a QP

problem [91]. But finding the minimum coverage set for a large number of spheres,

especially in dimensions higher than 3, is still an open problem.

We could resort to approximation solutions, but there is an insurmountable

obstacle along this path. Consider the efficiency of the reduction,

reduction rate = 1− retention rate

where

retention rate =
|ODRS|
|O|

An algorithm with higher reduction rate would be able to remove more points

from the sample set. But, if the algorithm was based on n-ball covering, the reduction

rate would drop drastically as the dimensions increased due to the curse of dimen-

sionality, making this an impractical and ineffective approach for high-dimensional

data.
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To overcome these limitations, we relax the non-loss reduction problem, which

requires same volume after reduction, in the following way.

A more feasible solution is to relax the non-volume-loss reduction problem in

the following way.

Find the minimal subset of origin set of which the union of spherical

search steps maintains the decision set while maximizing its volume.

This result is defined as follows.

Definition 4.3. (decision region support set) Given a joint neighbor search step

S∗ =
⋃

S(i) from origin set O to reference set R, define the decision region support

set (DRS) as

DRS = argmax
{xi}⊆O

V
(

argmin
{xi}⊆O

|{xi : ds = ds∗}|
)

where the decision sets ds = {y : y ∈ R,y ∈
⋃

S(i)} and ds∗ = {y : y ∈ R,y ∈ S∗}.

This approach is motivated by the need to compare the size of the decision

and origin sets when computing NSD. Hence, the size of the decision set must be

maintained after reduction. When this requirement is satisfied, the problem becomes

one of finding the decision subset that occupies the largest volume, so that the

difference between volume of the joint search steps before and after reduction is

minimized.

A deterministic solution can be derived for this relaxed problem in the following

way. Since the size of the decision set must be maintained after reduction, each

point in the decision set must be covered by at least one sphere. Therefore, we can

group the starting points, with repetition, by the decision set, which is also their

neighboring points in R.
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For any y ∈ R,

G(O,y) = {x : x ∈ O,dist(x,y)≤ radius(x,k)}

where radius(x,k) is the distance from x to its kth neighbor in R.

As such, these minimal sets of {xi} ⊆ O guarantee the size of the decision set is

all the combinations of x from each group. The next step is to find the combination

with the maximum volume. This is done by simply combining the farthest point of

each group, which corresponds to the largest sphere in that group. Thus,

DRS = {x : argmax
x∈G(O,y)

dist(x,y),∀y ∈ R}

The reduction algorithm is shown in Algorithm 4.4.

Algorithm 4.4: DecisionRegionSupportSet
input :O, origin set containing starting points of a neighbor search;

D, decision set of the reference set;
k, number of neighbors for a simple spherical neighbor search;

output :decision region support set

1 initialize DRS := empty sets;
2 forall p in D do
3 let Xp = {x : x ∈ O and p ∈ {k nearest neighbors of x}};
4 let xp := argmax

x∈Xp

dist(x, p);

5 add xp to DRS;
6 end
7 return DRS

This reduction procedure is straightforward and efficient but comes at the cost

of losing some of the original volume. A loss in volume will introduce bias when

calculating NSD — specifically, when counting the number of points in the test
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set that fall within the joint search step. To overcome this issue and reduce the

amount of bias, a correction is needed by way of re-evaluating the neighbor searches

for decision region estimation. Ideally, a third sample set could be used as a new

reference set to find a new joint search step that covers a decision set of the same

size once the decision region support set has been reduced. However, if the existing

origin set must be used, the bias could still be mitigated by searching one more

neighbor in the joint neighbor search to increase its volume. The algorithm for this

correction strategy appears in Algorithm 4.5.

Algorithm 4.5: Correction
input :DRS, decision region support set;

R, reference set for searching neighbors;
k, number of neighbors for a simple spherical neighbor search;

output :radii of simple spherical neighbor searches from DRS

1 forall x in DRS do
2 find the kth neighbor of x from R, as yk;
3 let ri := dist(x,yk),;
4 find the k+1th neighbor of x from R, as yk+1;
5 let ri+1 := dist(x,yk+1);
6 let rri := ri+1/ri;
7 end

8 let rrmin = min{rri};
9 let {ri} := {ri ∗ rrmin};

10 return {ri}

The entire reduction process is illustrated in Figure 4.4. Figure 4.4 (a) shows that

the points from the origin set (dots) are grouped by their neighboring points in the

reference set (circles). Figure 4.4 (b) shows the points in each group that will be

removed (except for the farthest one) to marginally reduce the volume of the search

step. Figure 4.4 (c) shows that the search step increases to find the next neighbor and

offset the lost volume.
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Sample Instances
Nearest Neighbor

(a) Grouping

Neighbor Search Steps
Removed Instances

(b) Removal (c) Correction

Figure 4.4 Decision region support set reduction process. (a) Points from the origin set
(dots) are grouped by their neighboring points in the reference set (circles); (b) in each group,
the points except the furthest one are removed, meanwhile marginally reducing the volume
of the search step; (c) the search step increases to find the next neighbor so that the lost
volume is corrected.

The final drift detection algorithm is given in Algorithm 4.6. Line 1 removes

noise from the reference set. Line 2 computes the optimal value of k to be used in

the decision set estimation. Line 3 finds the decision set according to k. Line 4 is the

instance selection step. Lines 5 and 6 conduct the volume correction and increase the

size of decision set by 1. Lines 7-10 count the number of points within the decision

regions from the test set. And Lines 11-16 calculate the NSD statistic and return the

drift detection results. The overall time complexity for computing the decision set

and the decision region support set is O(n2).

4.3.2 Instance selection for classification

This last section explains the instance selection algorithm(s) for kNN classification.

As previously mentioned, using neighbor search to estimate the decision region

means the class associated with data points that lie outside the decision region are

unambiguous so they can be safely removed during the instance selection process.
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Algorithm 4.6: DRSDetection
input :O, origin set containing starting points of a neighbor search;

R, reference set for searching neighbors;
T , test set for detecting decision region change;
θ , confidence threshold for drift detection, default 0.05.

output :detection result for test set,
0 (no drift)
1 (drift invasion)
2 (drift retreat)

1 let R := RemoveNoise(O,R);
2 let k := FindK(O,R);
3 let D := DecisionSet(O,R,k);
4 let DRS := DecisionRegionSupportSet(O,D,k);
5 let ri :=Correction(DRS,R,k);
6 let C := |D|+1;

7 initialize CoverageSet := empty sets;
8 forall xi in DRS do
9 CoverageSet :=CoverageSet

⋃
{y : y ∈ T,dist(y,xi)≤ ri};

10 end
11 CT := |CoverageSet|;
12 if C >CT and NSD(C,CT +1)< θ then
13 return 2 (drift retreat)
14 end
15 else if C <CT and 1−NSD(C,CT )< θ then
16 return 1 (drift invasion)
17 end
18 else
19 return 0 (no drift)
20 end
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C+ C-

Data Distribution
Decision Region Border

(a) Separate

C+ C-

(b) Joint

C+ C-

(c) Overlapping

Figure 4.5 Decision region border for different distributions of two sample classes.

However, the data points within the decision region that are close to the traditional

decision boundary are of great importance and must be chosen carefully to reflect

the probability of the data distribution with different classes.

In most real-world cases, the distributions of two classes overlap, i.e., C+∩C− �=

/0, if an unlabeled point x falls within, for example, C+, we cannot say class(x) = +.

However, the opposite is true — if x /∈C+, class(x) �=+, which for binary classifi-

cation means class(x) =−. Trivially, this also holds when the two distributions do

not overlap. As a result, in either case, the points of importance for classification

are those that are close to the border of the decision region. This is because, beyond

the decision region, an unknown point must have the same class as the points on the

border of the decision region, which can easily be determined using a KNN rule.

The border of the decision region is shown in Figure 4.5. Figure 4.5(a) and (b)

are special cases where the distributions of the two classes do not overlap. The

border bounds the decision region itself. Figure 4.5(c) shows the case where the

distributions overlap.

The crux of this instance selection method is to find those points in the decision

regions that are close to the decision region border, denoted as the decision region
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border set DRB. A straightforward approach is to include the last neighbor point of

every spherical neighbor search in the origin set.

DRBsimple = {y : y ∈ R,y = kth neighbor for search S(i),∀xi ∈ O}

This is a simple approach, but it has two drawbacks. First, this method will

count many redundant points since many search steps will join at one reference point.

Similar to the case with decision region support set reduction, all search steps are

grouped by a fraction of the reference set, i.e., the decision set. Second, and more

importantly, it is possible that undesirable points will be included. For example,

consider two points x1,x2 in O and a point y ∈ R such that y is the (k−1)th neighbor

of x1 and is also the kth (last) neighbor of x2. Clearly, according to the rule above,

y would be included in the DRB. However, y should not be considered as a proper

border point because it is certainly located in the inner part of a search step.

To avoid both problems, i.e., redundant and/or undesirable points, we can leverage

the results from the decision region support set reduction process and only count the

last neighbor points in the decision region support set (DRS) to find a leaner decision

region border set that better represents the decision region border. Additionally, the

DRB will have the same size as the DRS because points are not counted more than

once.

DRB = {y : y ∈ R,y = kth neighbor for search S(i),∀xi ∈ DRS}
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The instance selection algorithm is provided in Algorithm 4.7. Lines 1-3 com-

putes the decision region support set; lines 4-8 find the last neighbors for each point

in the DRS.

Algorithm 4.7: DecisionRegionBorderSet
input :O, origin set containing starting points of a neighbor search;

R, reference set for searching neighbors;
output : instance selection result for reference set

1 let R := RemoveNoise(O,R);
2 let k := FindK(O,R);
3 let DRS := DecisionRegionSupportSet(O,R,k);

4 initialize DRB := empty sets;
5 forall x in DRS do
6 find kth neighbors of x from R, as yk;
7 add yk to DRB;
8 end
9 return DRB

4.4 Experimental evaluation

We conducted eight experiments in three groups to evaluate the two instance selection

methods presented — DRS and DRB. Experiments 1-5 are designed to analyze the

impact of different sample sizes and dimensions on instance selection with synthetic

data. Experiments 6 and 7 test the classification accuracy of DRB with varying

sample sizes and varying dimension sizes on both synthetic and real-world data.

Experiment 8 tests the classification accuracy of DRS with real-world data containing

concept drift.
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4.4.1 Space and time efficiency

Experiment 4.1. (Reduction results) This experiment was designed to show the

instance selection results for DRS and DRB with synthetic datasets to illustrate the

behavior of the two methods in a more intuitive way. Three synthetic databases, each

containing 500 data points, with three different distributions were constructed for

these tests:

• Normal: This dataset contains data points sampled according to 2D normal

distribution with standard deviation σ = [1.0,1.0]. The mean of the two classes

was set to µ+ = [0,0] and µ− = [2,2] to provide properly overlapped decision

regions.

• Linear: This dataset has a simple linear decision boundary. The data points

were sampled from a 2D uniform (0,1) square, and the two classes are divided

by decision boundary x1 + x2 = 1.

• Circle: This dataset contains data points that were sampled from a 2D uniform

(-1,1) square. However, the decision boundary has a circle shape (non-linear).

The points of the class + are the top 20% of points closest to the origin [0,0].

Figure 4.6 shows the results using the DRS instance selection method. As shown,

DRS effectively removed most of the data points. With the Linear and Circle datasets,

where the decision regions do not overlap, the decision region support sets tend

to include only those points that are far away from the decision boundary, which

guarantees that the joint search step has a large volume. With the Normal dataset,

where the decision regions do overlap, the decision region support set also includes

points near the decision boundary. This is the result of different values of k that are
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(a) Normal (b) Linear (c) Circle

Figure 4.6 DRS reduction result for binary classification sample sets of different distribution.
(a) 2D normal distribution; (b) linear decision boundary; (c) circular non-linear decision
boundary.

automatically calculated. When decision regions do not overlap, k will be 1, but

when they overlap, k becomes larger.

We then used the DRB instance selection method with the same datasets to

examine how DRB influences the prediction. Further, we included six state-of-the-

art instance selection methods in this experiment to compare DRB’s performance.

The six methods were DROP3 [109], IB3 [1], ICF [23], CCIS [79], FCNN [10]

and TRKNN [36]. The parameters used for these methods are tuned to show the

seemingly best result based on the default value recommended by the authors. Figure

4.7, 4.8 and 4.9, show the results for each of the three datasets.

We observed that DRB, DROP3, FCNN, IB3, TRKNN focused on choosing

points close to the decision boundaries. In all cases, DRB provided a better overall

description of the decision boundaries. FCNN performed well with the discrete data

distributions, i.e., Linear and Circle, but quite poorly with the overlapping distribution

in Normal. Notably, CCIS had the opposite behavior. It was over-aggressive with

the discrete distributions, removing nearly all the data points and therefore failed to
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(a) Sample (b) DRB (c) CCIS (d) DROP3

(e) FCNN (f) IB3 (g) ICF (h) TRKNN

Figure 4.7 Instance selection results on sample set of 2D normal distribution. The algo-
rithms for comparison include: Decision Region Boundary (DRB, proposed), Class Condi-
tional Instance Selection (CCIS, [79]), Decremental Reduction Optimization Procedure 3
(DROP3, [109]), Fast Condensed Nearest Neighbor (FCNN, [10]), Instance-Based Learning
3 (IB3, [1]), Iterative Case Filtering Algorithm (ICF, [23]) and Template Reduction for KNN
(TRKNN, [36]).

estimate the original decision boundary. FCNN, IB3, and particularly ICF retained

too many unnecessary points, which led to lower reduction rates.

Experiment 4.2. (Reduction rates with different sample sizes) The purpose of this

experiment was to examine the reduction rates for DRS and DRB with sample sizes

of 500, 1000, 1500, and 2000 taken from each of the Normal, Linear, and Circle

datasets described above. Again, we compared the results with same six state-of-

the-arts (DROP3 [109], IB3 [1], ICF [23], CCIS [79], FCNN [10] and TRKNN

[36]).

All methods were applied multiple times for different sample sizes. Since DRS

and DRB always have the same size, they are denoted jointly as DRS/DRB.
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(a) Sample (b) DRB (c) CCIS (d) DROP3

(e) FCNN (f) IB3 (g) ICF (h) TRKNN

Figure 4.8 Instance selection results on sample set of 2D linearly separable distribution.
The algorithms for comparison include: Decision Region Boundary (DRB, proposed),
Class Conditional Instance Selection (CCIS, [79]), Decremental Reduction Optimization
Procedure 3 (DROP3, [109]), Fast Condensed Nearest Neighbor (FCNN, [10]), Instance-
Based Learning 3 (IB3, [1]), Iterative Case Filtering Algorithm (ICF, [23]) and Template
Reduction for KNN (TRKNN, [36])
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(a) Sample (b) DRB (c) CCIS (d) DROP3

(e) FCNN (f) IB3 (g) ICF (h) TRKNN

Figure 4.9 Instance selection results on sample set of 2D non-linearly (circularly) separable
distribution. The algorithms for comparison include: Decision Region Boundary (DRB,
proposed), Class Conditional Instance Selection (CCIS, [79]), Decremental Reduction Op-
timization Procedure 3 (DROP3, [109]), Fast Condensed Nearest Neighbor (FCNN, [10]),
Instance-Based Learning 3 (IB3, [1]), Iterative Case Filtering Algorithm (ICF, [23]) and
Template Reduction for KNN (TRKNN, [36])
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DRS/DRB

(a) Normal

DRS/DRB

(b) Linear

DRS/DRB

(c) Circle
DRS/DRB

(d) Average Retention Rate

Figure 4.10 Instance selection space efficiency with different sample sizes. (a-c) Number of
selected instances with respect to sample size. (d) Average retention rate for all datasets.

Figure 4.10 shows the results as the number of reduced instances with respect

to the sample size. Most methods display a linear or sublinear dependency on the

sample size. The proposed methods perform stably on all three datasets, second only

to CCIS or DROP3. CCIS had the highest overall reduction rate by a significant

margin due to its aggressive removal strategy. ICF and FCNN were the poorest

performers across the group.

Experiment 4.3. (Reduction rates with different dimensions) The design of Ex-

periment 3 was very similar to Experiment 2 in terms of datasets and comparators
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except that, here, we varied the number of dimensions from 2 to 10. The sample size

was fixed at 500. Note that when increasing the number of dimensions, the class

division rules need to be adjusted accordingly to generate reasonable classification

boundaries. The adjustments for each dataset follow.

• Normal: for a given dimension d, we set the mean for one class to
√

8/d

while keeping the mean of the other class at origin [0,0, . . .].

• Linear: the classification boundary was defined by the hyper-plane ∑
d
i=1 xi =

d/2.

• Circle: no changes needed — the closest 20% of the data points define the

decision region.

The results are shown in Figure 4.11.

From the results, we observe that the reduction rate for DRS/DRB depends

on the data distribution. With the Normal and Linear dataset, which are linearly

discrete, the size of the reduction initially increases in a linear manner, and then

slowly decelerates. But with Circle, the size of the reduction remained constant due

to the geometric properties of high-dimensional balls. The reduction rates for all

the other methods consistently increased with the number of dimensions, albeit at

different speeds. CCIS and DROP3 had higher reduction rates (lower retention rates)

than the other methods, while DRS/DRB ranked in the middle.

Experiment 4.4. (Reduction time with different sample sizes) In the next two

experiments, we measured computation time in comparison to the other instance

selection methods. DRS and DRB are still displayed jointly because they share the
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DRS/DRB

(a) Normal

DRS/DRB

(b) Linear

DRS/DRB

(c) Circle
DRS/DRB

(d) Average Retention Rate

Figure 4.11 Instance selection space efficiency with different dimensions. (a-c) Number of
selected instances with respect to dimension. (d) Average retention rates for all datasets.
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main crux of the algorithmic logic. Additionally, the difference in execution time for

a separate or combined implementation is negligible.

The running times were measured in a single-thread server environment with an

Intel Xeon 2.40GHz CPU, 256GB memory, and the 64-bit Red Hat Linux operating

system. The algorithms were implemented in Python 2.7 with the NumPy/SciPy

library stack. We deliberately avoided parallel computing to make performance

analysis easier.

The first experiment tested different sample sizes using the same settings as in

Experiment 2. We recorded the execution time for each method and plotted the

results with respect to the sample size, as shown in Figure 4.12. The result for

DROP3 is missing because it was more than a magnitude slower than the other

methods. The results show that DRS/DRB ranked the last among the six methods

but with comparable performance. This result is acceptable since, in practice,

instance selection is a conditionally one-off procedure - as long as the distribution

of the stream data is stable, additional data does not trigger retraining the reduction

procedure. Hence, the time reduction takes is the lowest priority in our design

criteria; the rate of reduction and, most importantly, the classification accuracy are

our primary concerns. Notably, IB3 was one magnitude faster than other methods

and had the shortest execution time on all sample sets.

Experiment 4.5. (Reduction time with different dimensions) Similar to the previous

set of experiments, we next examined the execution time with different dimensions

using the same experimental settings as Experiment 3. The execution time is recorded

with respect to the sample size and, again, DROP3 was omitted for the same reason

above. Figure 4.12 shows the results. Dimension had little impact on the execution
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DRS/DRB

(a) Normal

DRS/DRB

(b) Linear

DRS/DRB

(c) Circle
DRS/DRB

(d) Computation Time (ms) per Instance

Figure 4.12 Instance selection time efficiency with different sample sizes. (a-c) Computation
time (s) of instance selection methods with respect to sample size. (d) Average computation
time (ms) per instance.
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DRS/DRB

(a) Normal

DRS/DRB

(b) Linear

DRS/DRB

(c) Circle
DRS/DRB

(d) Computation Time (ms) per Instance

Figure 4.13 Instance selection time efficiency with different dimensions. (a-c) Computation
time (s) of instance selection methods with respect to dimension. (d) Average computation
time (ms) per instance.

time for all methods, including DRS/DRB. This is not surprising since all the methods

use Euclidean distance.

4.4.2 Classification with stationary data

In this section, we present the evaluation results for DRB’s performance in classifica-

tion. For a well-rounded evaluation, we conducted two experiments from different

perspectives: a fixed sample size and a fixed reduction result size.
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The comparison methods include all the instance selection methods used in the

previous experiments (DROP3 [109], IB3 [1], ICF [23], CCIS [79], FCNN [10]) plus

FullKNN, i.e., kNN without instance selection, as a baseline. Given not all of these

methods were designed to handle concept drift, we only used the stationary datasets

in these experiments — both synthetic and real-world — for a fairer comparison.

The synthetic datasets comprise the three 2D datasets used for the efficiency

benchmarks in Experiment 1 (Normal, Linear, and Circle), each containing 2000

sample points. In Experiment 6, we fixed the sample set at 1500 instances for the

training set, and 500 for testing. In Experiment 7, the size of the training and test

sets for each method varied in order to generate reduction sets of similar sizes.

For the real-world data, we used the same concept drift datasets as for the next

experiment (drift detection) to allow cross-comparison between the results. However,

to make these data behave as stationary data for the purposes of this experiment, we

applied a permutation pre-processing procedure (randomly reorder the stream data)

to remove any potential concept drift.

These datasets selected were Weather, Sensor, Airline, and Spam. These are all

highly referenced benchmarks for concept drift problems because they provide a

great variety of dimension, data types (numerical, categorical, binary), and data sizes.

The first 1000 instances were used as the training set; the remaining 1000 instances

were used as the test set.

Weather dataset: the Weather dataset [35] contains weather data from the Offutt

Air Force Base in Bellevue, Nebraska. The dataset contains eight features, including

temperature, pressure, visibility, and wind speed, etc. The classification task is to

predict whether rain occurred on a day. There are 18,159 instances with 31% positive
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(rain) classes and 69% negative (no rain) classes. The data reflects both cyclical

seasonal changes and, possibly, drift from long-term climate change.

Sensor: the Sensor dataset [77] contains data collected from 54 sensors deployed

in the Intel Berkeley Research lab over a two-month period. The features include

timestamps, topological information, humidity, temperature, light, and voltage values,

recorded once every 31 seconds. The classification task is a multi-label problem to

predict the sensor ID that generated the record. We used the first two labels which

amounted to 89,000 records and, possibly, includes concept drift from daily cycles.

Airline: the Airline dataset [18] comprises 539,388 records of flight arrival and

departure information from US airports between October 1987 and April 2008. Each

record has seven features, and the classification task is to predict if the flight was

delayed or on time.

Spam: The Spam Filtering dataset [57] includes 9324 email messages collected

from the Spam Assassin system (https://spamassassin.apache.org/). It has 500

attributes that were extracted from an original 39,916 attributes using a Chi-square

feature selection technique. The classification task is to identify the spam emails

(around 20%) from the legitimate emails. This dataset contains gradual concept drift.

k was set to 5 for all methods. The TRKNN algorithm requires an additional

parameter α , which was set to 1.2 as suggested by the author. The algorithms were

implemented with the KEEL toolkit [59] using Java.

Experiment 4.6. (Fixed sample data size) In this experiment, we started with the

same number of training instances for all methods. However, because the methods

have different reduction rates, the number of instances after instance selection were

significantly different. This setting demonstrates a real-world scenario where a

https://spamassassin.apache.org/
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fixed-sized sample set is given, and the task is to minimize the number of instances

to accelerate prediction.

Given that no single method is likely to, or did, outperform the others in all cases,

we ranked the classification accuracy of each method, then used the average ranking

as the final score as a measure of overall performance. These results appear in Table

4.1.

The results show DRB with the best overall performance and two of the highest

scores on the four real-world datasets. Moreover, DRB was the only method to

deliver similar or slightly higher performance than the FullKNN baseline, which

indicates that DRB has a strong ability to remove harmful instances while preserving

the instances that contribute most to prediction.

The sizes of the reduction sets for each method are indicated by the italicized

numbers below accuracy. Here, we see a more moderate reduction rate for DRB than

DROP3 and CCIS. But this again shows that DRB strikes a better balance between

instance selection and classification accuracy.

Experiment 4.7. (Fixed reduction result size) With this experiment, we evaluated

DRB’s classification accuracy with a fixed reduction result size. This setting repre-

sents a real-world scenario where the sample set for training is sufficiently large but

the prediction time must either not exceed a given threshold, or storage consumption

is limited.

We tuned then trained each method for each dataset with a specific number of

instances to ensure each method yielded the same reduction result size. However,

since it is impossible to control the exact reduction result size for each algorithm, we

allowed a difference of up to 5 instances.
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FullKNN is not included in this comparison because no reasonable sample size

can be defined to produce a fair comparison with the instance selection methods that

are limited by a user-specified reduction result size. One possible way to compare

kNN would be to use the same sample size as the reduction result size for the other

methods. However, with so few instances, kNN would perform poorly and provide

no useful information to benchmark.

The results for Experiment 4.2 are displayed in Table 2. Similar to the previous

experiment, we ranked the accuracy results for each dataset and report the average

ranking. The last row shows the fixed reduction result size for each dataset after

instance selection.

Again, DRB delivered the best overall performance, ranking first on one synthetic

dataset and two real-world datasets. When combined with the results from the

previous experiment, DRB appears to be more effective at selecting the instances

that contribute to prediction accuracy. DROP3 and CCIS, without surprise, achieved

high scores due to their high reduction rate, indicating that they are more suitable for

applications with a prediction speed or storage restrictions.

4.4.3 Classification with concept drift data

Our last experiment was designed to evaluate DRS’s classification accuracy in the

presence of concept drift.

Experiment 4.8. (Classification with concept drift) We only used the real-world

datasets in this experiment, i.e., Weather, Sensor, Airline, and Spam. But the datasets

were not permuted so as to retain the different types of concept drift.
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Table 4.3 Parameters of concept drift handling methods for real-world datasets.

Method Parameters
DRS neighbor search=1, window size=50

HDDM-A warning level=0.005, drift level=0.001, two-sided
HDDM-W warning level=0.005, drift level=0.001, lambda=0.05, one-sided
ADWIN delta=0.002

CBM permutation=500, window size=50
SAMkNN STM size=50, LTM size=20

AUE2 member count=10, chunk size=50
Learn++NSE period=50, slope=0.5, crossing point=10, ensemble=15

HAT split confidence=0, tie threshold=0.05

All the comparisons are representative algorithms for handling concept drift

from each of the categories discussed in the Literature Review. The error rate

monitoring-based methods were HDDM-A, HDDM-W [38], and ADWIN [16].

The instance-based methods were CBM [74] and SAMkNN [72]. The ensemble

methods were AUE2 [24] and Learn++NSE [35], and the adaptive decision tree

method was HAT [17]. Some methods require the classifier to be retrained once a

drift is detected. This includes our method DRS, HDDM-A, HDDM-W, ADWIN,

and CBM. SAMkNN and HAT use their own mechanisms to update the classifier, so

retraining is not required.

In addition to testing with a kNN base classifier, we also evaluated each method

with Naïve Bayes (NB) and Hoeffding Tree (HTree) base classifiers, since these drift

detection methods are independent of base classifiers.

The parameters for the algorithms were set according to the recommendations in

the original works as listed in Table 4.3. The warning level for all methods was set

to 0.05, the drift level to 0.01, with k=10. The algorithms were implemented in the

MOA platform [18] using Java.
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Table 4.4 shows the classification accuracy results of each method and their

rankings. Again, the final rank is the average over all datasets. DRS showed the

best overall performance and the highest accuracy on the Airline dataset. Notably,

HDDM-A with the kNN classifier performed particularly well on two of the datasets.

The error rate methods (ADWIN, HDDM-A, HDDM-W) tended to have better

performance than the ensemble methods (HAT, AUE2, Learn++NSE). Further, we

observed that the choice of base learners played an important role in classification

accuracy for specific datasets. For example, the Weather dataset with the kNN

classifier always provided higher accuracy than with NB and HTree.

4.5 Summary

This chapter presents an instance selection method that can be used for classification

as well as concept drift detection. In the literature, instance selection and concept

drift detection are mostly studied separately. However, we argue that with real-world

stream data mining tasks, these two procedures must be addressed simultaneously

due to their contradicting objectives. The methods presented sit within a unified

framework and reduce the number of instances appropriately for drift detection and

classification to overcome this contradiction.

This research makes several contributions to the literature. First, we introduced

the novel concept of a decision region and its definition as a replacement for tradi-

tional decision boundaries, which is ambiguous and algorithm-specific. Next, we

extended neighbor search by including a mechanism that can automatically choose

the optimal value for k and remove noise at the same time for a better estimation
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Table 4.4 Classification accuracy of concept drift detection methods on real-world datasets
with different base learners. The rank of the accuracy on each dataset is shown in brackets.
The average rank indicates the overall performance of each algorithm (lower is better).

Algorithms Learner Weather Sensor Airline Spam Rank
DRS NB 72.35(11) 97.17(9) 69.25(4) 91.85(4) 7.5(1)

kNN 75.98(3) 97.8(4) 69.99(1) 91.22(10)
HTree 71.62(16) 97.1(11) 67.53(12) 91.84(5)

ADWIN NB 70.31(19) 96.73(14) 68.69(6) 91.9(3) 8.1(2)
kNN 76.31(2) 99.17(3) 69.35(3) 91.64(7)

HTree 70.89(18) 97.53(6) 67.78(8) 91.58(8)
HDDM-A NB 72.34(12) 97.1(11) 68.96(5) 90.94(12) 8.2(3)

kNN 76.41(1) 99.55(1) 69.56(2) 89.91(17)
HTree 71.61(17) 97.46(7) 67.55(11) 91.92(2)

HDDM-W NB 72.76(9) 95.69(17) 67.19(13) 91.52(9) 10.5(4)
kNN 75.62(4) 99.47(2) 66.89(15) 90.19(16)

HTree 72.37(10) 97.41(8) 66.56(17) 91.76(6)
SAMkNN kNN 75.54(5) 96.06(16) 65.06(20) 96.26(1) 10.5(4)

CBM NB 71.82(15) 96.89(13) 66.98(14) 90.36(14) 11.8(6)
kNN 72.02(13) 97.12(10) 68.25(7) 90.28(15)

HTree 71.9(14) 97.68(5) 67.58(10) 91.11(11)
HAT HTree 73.19(8) 96.65(15) 65.65(19) 90.81(13) 13.8(7)

AUE2 HTree 73.78(6) 86.37(18) 66.67(16) 72.16(19) 14.8(8)
Learn++NSE NB 68.4(21) 57.72(20) 63.6(21) 69.32(20) 17.9(9)

kNN 73.47(7) 54.67(21) 67.75(9) 72.17(18)
HTree 68.43(20) 58.78(19) 66.18(18) 68.57(21)
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of the decision region. Based on this estimation, we present two instance selection

algorithms — DRS is for concept drift detection, DRB is for classification.

These methods have several advantages over alternative solutions. 1) Classifica-

tion and concept drift detection can be performed in less time and using less space

because only one instance selection process is needed for both tasks, and it only

occurs once. 2) The framework is designed to only detect real concept drift and

does not rely on any resampling technique. 3) Incorporating neighbor search into the

framework provides a better estimation of the decision boundary, which results in

higher classification accuracy. These conclusions are supported by experimental eval-

uations against representative, state-of-the-art methods, which show that DRS/DRB

delivers the best overall performance in both stationary and drift scenarios.



Chapter 5

Concept Drift Detection by Equal

Density Estimation

5.1 Introduction

According to the literature, many algorithms for concept drift detection have been

developed using a variety of strategies. One popular direction is to monitor the

changes of certain statistics calculated from the data, such as cumulative sum [85]

or classifier error rate [42, 45]. Another main branch of research aims to detect

changes in the data distribution. Methods in this family, such as [15, 16] and [40],

often involve two time windows, on which statistical tests are performed to check

whether they have same distribution. One advantage of this windowing scheme is

that it is especially suitable for detecting gradual drift, which many other methods

may find challenging. The kdq-tree method [30] and competence model method [75]

are two such state-of-the-art algorithms for detecting distribution changes. Both

methods also share another advantageous philosophy, which is to examine the local
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density imbalance of two windows on subregions and then detect drift by computing

a summarisation of all the local density inequalities. This approach by nature handles

local drift and the detection result can be easily used to update training model in the

maintenance step.

However, such methods rely heavily on space partitioning, each of them uses

different partitioning schemes and often find it difficult to fit all possible distributions

in the real world. For example, Dasu et el. [30] use kdq-tree to directly partition

space, which may create inappropriate divisions in certain subregions, thus affecting

the overall accuracy. Similarly, Lu et el. [75] use overlapping circles to construct a

so-called competence modal, but the circles of a predefined radius may not always

represent the shape of all regions, especially when the density of different regions

varies extensively. Also, it is very costly to compute the competence model because

of overlapping.

Motivated by these issues, instead of calculating local density inequality with

a predefined partitioning scheme, we propose a novel distribution drift detection

method based on estimating equal density regions on two data sets. Compared with

other distribution detection methods, our method has the following advantages: 1)

no parameter is needed for space partitioning, which means it is not biased to certain

distributions; 2) it can be easily adopted for high-dimensional data without a drastic

increase in the computational cost; 3) it is able to describe the drift by locating those

data points that contribute most to the drift, which could be a very useful input for

model maintenance.

Our main contributions are:
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• A local density equality estimation technique without a predefined space

partitioning scheme.

• A non-parametric generic detection method with statistical guarantee, which

scales well in multi-dimensional data.

• An approach for identifying the data points that have the most significant

impact on the drift.

5.2 Equal density estimation

One popular way to check whether two data sets have the same distribution is to

partition the data into subregions and then examine each subregion to see whether the

density of two data sets in this region are equal, often by comparing the number of

data points from each data set. Algorithms following this approach mainly distinguish

themselves by the novelty of their partition strategies. Key to such methods is to

find appropriate regions whose density is as uniform as possible and points inside

these regions are evenly distributed. Different partition strategies aim to find such

boundaries so that the domination effect of high density regions on low density

regions is minimized. The accuracy of such partition methods inevitably reliant on

- or limited by - the strategy, or may even be biased to certain distributions. For

example, Dasu et el. [30] uses kdq-tree to split hyperspace into small hyper-squares.

Such rigid splitting may cut up an region of higher density and group it with a lower

density region. The competence model of Lu et el. [75] requires an circle radius

parameter to be empirically chosen for different data distribution, and it is difficult

to prove that it is the optimal value.
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(a) fixed regions (b) equal density regions

Figure 5.1 Partitioning by fixed regions vs. equal density regions.

To overcome the problems that raise from fixed partitioning strategy, we instead

try to find regions where the two data sets will have the same density. Clearly

the smallest region in which two data sets have the same density is marked by the

two points from each data set that are closest to each other. Figure 5.1 shows the

differences between fixed regions and regions of equal density. If data points are

generated from different distribution, represented by triangles and dots, they appear

in different number in fixed regions, but remain the same in equal density regions.

To describe the property of equal density regions, we give the following defini-

tions.

Definition 5.1. Let a space Sn = {a1,a2, . . . ,an,b1,b2, . . . ,bn}, a ∈ A and b ∈ B, A,B

are two data sets of size n, define Cross Scale as

Cs(Sn) = max(D(a,b))

where D is a distance function.
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Given a certain distance function and a space consisted of two sets of equal size n,

CrossScale is determined by the two points, each from one set and are farthest away

from each other. Although, in practice, we need not actually compute CrossScale of

all the regions. CrossScale will help us better understand following definitions.

Definition 5.2. Given a space Sn, for any subspace Sk, k ≤ n, MinimumRegionScale

denoted as Mrs(Sn,k) = min(Cs(Sk)) and MinimumRegion denoted as Mr(Sn,k) is

the corresponding region.

If k < n, space Sn will contain more than one subspaces ( n!
(n−m)!m! to be specific),

MinimumRegion(Sn,k) will be the subspace with minimum CrossScale.

Specially, when k = n−1, any space Sn can be divided into two parts, Mr(Sn,n−

1) and a single pair of points that is left out. To examine DensityScale on each level

k, we give the following recursive definition.

Definition 5.3. DensityScale denoted as Ds(Sn) = max(Ds(Mr(Sn,n−1)),D(a,b)),

where a,b ∈ Sn and a,b /∈ Mr(Sn,n−1). If n = 1, Ds(Mr(Sn,0) = 0.

We can see that if two data sets have different distributions, the data points

from each set are imbalanced in subregions. Additional points will be included

in MinimumRegion of larger k and will have larger CrossScale, which results in

larger DensityScale of the space. Figure 5.2 is a simplified demonstration of how

DensityScale increases if the two data sets have different distribution.

5.3 Change detection method

From Section 5.2, we see that an increase of DensityScale can indicate local density

difference between two data sets. To detect the overall concept drift, we need to
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Sn

Ds(Sn)

(a) same distribution

S'n

Ds(S'n)

(b) different distribution

Figure 5.2 DensityScale increases when two data sets have different distribution.

measure this increase on each subregion of the data. Note that these subregions are

allowed to overlap with others to reflect all possible density levels. This is the root

reason why our method is non-parametric and is not biased to certain distribution.

To find all the DensityScale of each level k of a subregion, we repeatedly search

nearest pairs of points from two data sets, and record the distance D between the two

points of each pair as CrossScale. After a pair is found, we remove it from the data

so that each point can only be used once to guarantee that the density estimation of

the MinimumRegion, which is marked by the pair of two points, remains the same

between the two data sets. We call this removal process Pairwise Reduction.

To measure whether the DensityScale of all the subregions of space Sn have a

trend of increasing, we compute the integral of DensityScale, denoted as ω .

ω =
∫ n

0
Ds(Mr(Sn,x))dx

In practice, since sample x is discrete, the integral of DensityScale can be ap-

proximated by using the composite trapezoidal rule.
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5.3.1 Statistical guarantee

The next step is to determine whether the observed increase of ω is significant

enough to represent a concept drift with statistical test. In this work, we resort

to the two-sample non-parametric permutation test method [61]. The permutation

test makes no assumption of data distribution and is suitable when the theoretical

distribution of the test statistic is complicated or unknown.

To test whether data have different distributions, the null hypothesis is that two

distributions D1 and D2 are identical H0 : D1 = D2.

Once the observation is made, in this case, the computed ω ′, the significance level

or P-value is P = PrH0(ω
∗ ≥ ω ′) where ω∗ is measured ω under null hypothesis.

Given a predefined α , we can compute the critical region (ω̂,∞) through per-

mutation test so that the possibility of ω∗ lying in this range is equal to α . If our

observed ω ′ > ω̂ , we reject H0 and raise an alert of concept drift.

5.3.2 Window models

Our method is to detect the distribution difference of two windows. Formally, given

a stream of objects x1,x2, . . . , we denote the sequence of points as window Wt =

(xt−n+1, . . . ,xt), where n is the window size. ω is computed between distributions of

points from two windows Wt and Wt ′ .

Different window models can be used to detect different types of drift, such

as sudden drift or gradual drift [101]. Here we consider two window models.

The adjacent sliding windows model uses two windows Wt and Wt−n; the fix-slide

windows model [60] uses a fixed window Wk and a sliding window Wt , and only

updates Wk after detecting a drift, thus it is more suitable for detecting gradual drift.
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Window size can also be adjusted to detect changes at different scales. A common

practice is to choose window sizes that increase exponentially (n,2n,4n,etc). Further,

calculations on each window size can be processed in parallel for efficiency.

For the purpose of validating our method, we will use the fix-slide windows

model with fixed window size n and implement it in single-threaded program.

5.4 Empirical Evaluation

To evaluate the effectiveness of the DensityScale and our proposed change detection

method, we conduct a series of experiments with various types of data sets and/or

different parameter settings. Our evaluation consists of three parts:

We first evaluate the DensityScale and demonstrate how the change of the integral

of DensityScale ω can reflect the underlying difference of data distribution.

Then we evaluate our change detection method by applying it to various types of

generated data sources, for which we can easily control the change of distribution

and test the performance of our detection method in different scenarios. In addition,

we compare our detection method to [30] and [75] on both accuracy and efficiency.

Lastly, we analyze the detection result and demonstrate that our detection method

is not only able to detect a change but is also suitable for describing the changing

area.

5.4.1 Evaluating ω

We rely on the integral of DensityScale ω to represent the difference in underlying

distribution of the two data sets. We first conduct several tests to see how ω varies as

different changes in the data occur.
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Figure 5.3 ω varies as the mean µ of normally distributed data changes.

In these tests, we use data streams that are generated according to 2D normal

distributions. Each data stream contains a total of 100,000 points divided into 10

groups. The data distribution within one group remains unchanged, yet different

groups differ from each other on one of the three parameters, namely mean µ ,

standard deviation σ and correlation ρ . Window size is set to 5,000.

Experiment 5.1. (Varying µ) In the first test, we fix the standard deviation σ = 0.2

and the correlation ρ = 0; we vary the mean µi = 0.2+0.06(i−1) for the ith group,

i = 1, ...,10, which means that the center of the normally distributed data moves

gradually from (0.2,0.2) to (0.8,0.8). In Figure 5.3, we see that ω increases as the

two windows slide across the drifting point.

Experiment 5.2. (Varying σ ) Next, we fix the mean µ = 0.5 and the correlation

ρ = 0 while varying the standard deviation σi = 0.1+0.02(i−1) for the ith group,

i = 1, ...,10. In Figure 5.4, again we see that ω increases as σ changes.
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Figure 5.4 ω varies as the standard deviation σ of normally distributed data changes.

Experiment 5.3. (Varying ρ) For the third data stream, we fix the mean µ = 0.5 and

the standard deviation σ = 0.2 while the correlation is set to ρi = 0.08(i−1) for the

ith group, i = 1, ...,10. This means that the two features of the data are independent

of each other initially and then become more and more positively correlated. In

Figure 5.5, the change is more subtle, but we can still clearly see the increase of ω .

5.4.2 Evaluating the change detection method

The experiments above demonstrate how ω fluctuates as the underlying data distribu-

tion changes. In the following experiments, we plugin the permutation test described

in section 5.3.1 to determine whether a measured increase of ω is statistically sig-

nificant enough to indicate a concept drift. When the observed significance level P

drops below a given threshold α , we say that concept drift is occurring and an alert

will be raised.
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Figure 5.5 ω varies as the correlation ρ of normally distributed data changes.

We compare our detection method PR with the two method KL [30] and CM

[75]. They are appropriate comparisons for several reasons. Firstly, these methods

do not require a specific classifier, which means that they have a boarder application

scope than other detection methods based on error rates or decision trees. Secondly,

we all resort to a similar approach which measures differences in subregions and

then performs a hypothesis test on the calculated summation. Lastly, since [75] is

proved to have higher accuracy, but [30] runs faster, we can evaluate our method by

comparing with them on both accuracy and performance.

The same experimental environments are set up for the three methods to guarantee

a fair comparison. For the data source, we generate artificial data sets according to

the same procedure described in [30]. Detailed information of each data source is

described in their experiment setup sections. For the window strategy, we use the

fix-sliding window model mentioned in section 5.3.2, that is, moving the sliding

window while keeping the reference window fixed and only updating it when the
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Table 5.1 Additional parameters of comparison methods used in the experiments.

Method Parameter Symbol Value
KL [30] Minimum side length of a cell δ 2−10

Maximum number of points in a cell τ 100
CM [75] Euclidean distance threshold dε 0.05

next drift is detected. For the parameters, unless indicated otherwise, the same

window size 10,000 is used for all three methods and the significant level α is set to

1%. Since both [30] and [75] require additional parameters to be used to define the

subregions, their values are shown in Table 5.1.

We measure the accuracy of each method by the following rules. If the detection

alert is raised when the sliding window is moving across the drifting point, we call

it Detected; if the alert is late as the sliding window moves past the drifting point,

but is raised before the next drift, it is Late; Missed alert means that the alert is not

raised at all and the next drift is reached; lastly, if the previous drift has already been

detected but another alert is raised before the next drift comes, it is called a False

detection.

Experiment 5.4. (Different types of concept drift) In this experiment, we use three

artificial data sets described in [30]. The data streams are all generated according

to 2D normal distribution with mean µ = 0.5, standard deviation σ = 0.2 and

correlation ρ = 0.5. Different parameters will be used to demonstrate different types

of drift. The first group of streams M varies the mean µ in the range of [0.2,0.8]

with step size ∆ = 0.05,0.02. The second group of streams D varies the standard

deviation σ in the range of [0,0.4] with step size ∆ = 0.02,0.01. The third group of

streams C varies the correlation between the two features ρ in the range of [−1,1]
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Table 5.2 Drift detection result on 2D normal distribution data with window size 10,000.

Data Method Detected Late False Missed
M(0.05) PR 99 0 6 0

CM 99 0 6 0
KL 99 0 6 0

M(0.02) PR 97 2 3 0
CM 66 24 3 9
KL 48 27 5 24

D(0.02) PR 99 0 11 0
CM 99 0 8 0
KL 98 1 5 0

D(0.01) PR 50 18 3 31
CM 34 24 6 41
KL 30 23 2 46

C(0.2) PR 99 0 6 0
CM 96 3 7 0
KL 94 5 6 0

C(0.1) PR 77 15 11 7
CM 67 13 8 19
KL 61 12 4 26

with step size ∆ = 0.2,0.1. Each data stream consists of 4,000,000 points divided

into 100 groups, which make up a total of 99 drifts.

The result is shown in Table 5.2. We can see that our method out-performs both

[75] and [30]. For data M(0.05) and D(0.02), the results of the three methods are

similarly high since the scale of change is large and is easy to detect. However, the

accuracy of our method is significantly higher than the other two methods for the

other data stream. This shows that our method is more sensitive to smaller changes.

Experiment 5.5. (Window size) In this experiment, we test the performance of our

method with a smaller window size. All the environmental settings are the same as

in the previous experiment except that the window size is reduced to 5,000. From the

result shown in Table 5.3, we can see that as expected, the detection rate of all three
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Table 5.3 Drift detection result on 2D normal distribution data with window size 5,000.

Data Method Detected Late False Missed
M(0.05) PR 99 0 7 0

CM 96 3 4 0
KL 95 4 2 0

M(0.02) PR 72 24 6 3
CM 35 30 3 34
KL 25 19 2 55

D(0.02) PR 94 3 3 2
CM 88 3 4 8
KL 83 9 8 7

D(0.01) PR 24 22 4 53
CM 12 12 1 75
KL 12 18 1 69

C(0.2) PR 90 9 6 0
CM 67 20 6 12
KL 82 14 2 3

C(0.1) PR 43 22 4 34
CM 30 24 4 45
KL 31 18 4 50

methods decreases, but our method is still able to maintain relatively higher accuracy.

Also, it is notable that for data M(0.05) the accuracy of our method has remained

almost the same, and for data M(0.02), D(0.01) and C(0.01), the accuracy of both

comparison methods has dropped by 50% or more, whereas that of our method

has dropped by about 40%. This shows that our method is more robust for small

windows than the other two methods.

Experiment 5.6. (High dimension) In the next experiment, we increase the dimen-

sions of the data stream to test the scalability of our method. We choose the same

setting as the previous normal data stream C(0.2) and add more dimensions to it. The

distribution of all the added dimensions remains unchanged, so that we can test how

our method performs in detecting changes in sub-spaces. For CM [75] especially,
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Table 5.4 Drift detection result on high-dimensional normal distribution data with window
size 10,000.

Data Method Detected Late False Missed
D(4) PR 98 1 5 0

CM 93 0 4 6
KL 89 1 7 9

D(6) PR 95 2 4 2
CM 91 5 4 3
KL 84 10 8 5

D(10) PR 88 4 4 7
CM 75 5 5 19
KL 65 12 6 22

empirical setting of Euclidean distance threshold dε is required for each data stream

to achieve a better result. We will use the same setting proposed in [75], ie, 0.15 for

4-dimensional, 0.3 for 6-dimensional and 0.5 for 10-dimensional.

The results are presented in Table 5.4, which shows that our method still out-

performs the other two comparison methods and particularly shows its strength when

the change becomes subtle as more stationary dimensions are added.

Experiment 5.7. (Poisson distribution) In this experiment, we test our detection

method on data of Poisson distribution, which is another important distribution

commonly seen in the real world. The data streams are generated using Trivariate

Reduction [80] according to (X ,Y )∼ Poisson(500(1−ρ),500(1−ρ),500ρ), where

ρ starts at 0.5 and then performs a random walk between 0 and 1 with step size

∆ = 0.2,0.1. Again, dε for the competence model is set to 10 according to [75].

As the results in Table 5.5 show, all three method perform well on the Poisson

data set, but our method still has the best performance.

Experiment 5.8. (Efficiency) The following tests aim to measure the speed of our

method using data of different dimensions and different window size. Similar to
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Table 5.5 Drift detection result on 2D Poisson distribution with window size 10000.

Data Method Detected Late False Missed
P(0.2) PR 99 0 7 0

CM 99 0 7 0
KL 98 1 2 0

P(0.1) PR 91 6 11 2
CM 87 4 7 8
KL 76 6 9 17

the methods of CM [75] and KL [30], our method consists of three steps: initial

construction of space partition, ie, competence model for CM [75] and kdq-tree for

KL [30]; incremental update on the arrival of new data; calculation of test statistics

to determine the critical region. The test statistics can be calculated directly using

standard algorithms such as bootstrap or permutation test, thus we only focus on

comparing our method in the first two steps, namely the construction and incremental

update. The test programs are implemented in Python 2.7 and run on a PC with a 2.3

GHz Intel i5 processor and 8 GB memory.

Note that our method uses quad tree or k-d tree [14] to searching the nearest

neighbor, which can be done in O(logn) time.

As shown in Table 5.6, the time cost of our method is slightly affected by the

increase of dimensions, but will increase with larger window size, similar to CM

[75]. The temporal complexity of our method is shown in Table 5.7.

Experiment 5.9. (Finding the drifting region) This experiment demonstrates how

those data points that contribute most to the change are located during the pairwise

reduction process. The experiment setting is similar to that of section 5.1, with two

data streams both generated from normal distribution. The mean of the first data

stream remains unchanged, whereas the mean of the second stream varies slightly.
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Table 5.6 Running time with different dimensions and window sizes.

Dimension(d) Window size(n) Method Construct(s) Update(s)
2 5000 PR 0.254 0.019

CM 7.582 0.027
KL 1.680 0.029

4 5000 PR 0.295 0.021
CM 7.637 0.028
KL 2.125 0.039

10 5000 PR 0.318 0.031
CM 8.599 0.044
KL 3.387 0.062

10 10000 PR 0.691 0.094
CM 25.85 0.108
KL 3.598 0.178

10 50000 PR 17.27 0.410
CM 231.1 0.583
KL 4.210 0.366

Table 5.7 Temporal complexities of model construction and incremental updating.

PR CM KL

Construction O(n log2 n) O(n2) O(nd log
1
δ
)

Updating O(log2 n) O(n) O(d log
1
δ
)

We compare the result of the pairwise reduction process on the two data streams of

different k values. In Figure 5.6, we see that data points from each data set are always

mixed together during pairwise reduction when there is no drift in data distribution.

By comparison, we see in Figure 5.7, when there is a drift, data points that cause the

drift are clearly separated from each other after several iterations of k, showing the

trend and nature of the change. This output of the pairwise reduction process can be

further used in the maintenance process for updating training models.
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(a) start (b) k = 5 (c) k = 15

Figure 5.6 Pairwise reduction on two normally distributed data sets of the same mean.

(a) start (b) k = 5 (c) k = 15

Figure 5.7 Pairwise reduction on two normally distributed data sets of different mean.

5.5 Summary

In this chapter, we have proposed a nonparametric distributional change detection

method based on the estimation of equal density regions, which aims to overcome the

issues of instability and inefficiency that underlie predefined partitioning methods.

Experiments have shown that this approach works accurately and efficiently in both

one dimension and higher dimensions. The output of the method describing the

change is also easily understood and could be used in model maintenance.



Chapter 6

Maintainable Concept Drift

Detection without True Labels

6.1 Introduction

Existing concept drift detection algorithms are developed based on the availability

of true label data. If true labels of the stream data are provided, the accuracy of the

model’s prediction can be calculated and monitored [117, 65]. A significant increase

in the prediction error rate indicates concept drift. The advantage of this approach

is simplicity and computational efficiency, since it is based on univariate statistical

tests. However, for most real world stream applications, true labels are unavailable

since they typically require human effort. For this reason, distribution test-based

algorithms [75, 30] are developed to directly test the distribution difference between

past data and latest data. These methods are based on multivariate two-sample tests,

thus do not require true label data. However, their major drawback is that they
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are unable to ignore virtual drift - distribution changes not affecting the prediction

accuracy, which leads to unnecessary model maintenance.

Practically, an ideal drift detection algorithm should trigger a drift alert if and

only if a model maintenance would increase prediction accuracy. Surprisingly

however, none of existing methods has completely met this basic requirement. While

distribution test-based methods inherently suffer from detecting virtual drift, error

rate-based methods, as we will see even with true labels, are unable to detect certain

types of drift where prediction accuracy is improvable and cannot avoid other types

of drift where prediction accuracy is decreasing but model maintenance is not helpful.

Motivated by this issue, we first introduce a novel system of drift types - main-

tainable and unmaintainable drift, to formalize the necessity of model maintenance

from the practical perspective. Based on it, we develop a drift detection algorithm

that aims to only detect maintainable drift while avoiding unmaintainable drift. The

proposed algorithm is unique in the sense that it is able to avoid virtual drift without

relying on true label data.

6.2 Maintainable Concept Drift

A classification task can be formulated as follows: given a training set (Xtrain,ytrain)=

{(X1,y1),(X2,y2) . . .(Xn,yn)}, where X ∈ Rd are instances in the d-dimensional fea-

ture space, and y ∈ {c1,c2 . . .} are the class labels, construct a classifier to model the

rule y = f (X), in order to predict the labels of unseen input instances in a test set

Xtest. According to Bayesian decision theory, to minimize the error of the prediction,

the class of an instance Xtest corresponds to the highest posterior probability, that is

ytest = argmaxy P(y|Xtest), where P(y|X) is estimated with the training set.
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Classification algorithms assume that the training set (Xtrain,ytrain) and the

test set (Xtest,ytest) have the same distribution P(X ,y). This is the typical case of

traditional batch data classification, where the training set is randomly sampled from

the batch data and manually labeled. However, for stream data applications, this

stationary assumption does not always hold because the distribution of P(X ,y) may

change over time. This means that there exists a time t0 such that Pt<t0(X ,y) ̸=

Pt≥t0(X ,y). In such case, the prediction accuracy for the future data will deteriorate,

which is known as the concept drift problem.

Since P(X ,y)=P(X) ·P(y|X), two types of distribution changes can be identified:

1) virtual drift, where P(X) changes while P(y|X) does not change; and 2) real

drift, when P(y|X) changes, and P(y|X) may or may not change [44]. Virtual

drift should be ignored since it does not affect classification result. Unnecessary

model maintenance not only introduces computational overhead, but also impedes

the performance of the classification model and reduces test power of future drift

detection. In other words, the model maintenance should be triggered if and only if

it improves the prediction accuracy.

Existing concept drift detection algorithms are developed targeting at the two

sources of drift. Error rate-based methods monitor deceases in the accuracy of

classifiers, which imply P(y|X) changes; distribution test-based methods directly

detect distribution changes of P(X). Error rate-based methods are able to avoid

detecting virtual drift but requires true label data, which could be expensive or

unavailable in real time applications, while distribution test-based methods have the

opposite pros and cons. No existing detection methods have solved the dilemma

between requiring true label data and avoiding unnecessary model maintenance.
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The primary goal of drift detection methods is to trigger model maintenance

when concept drift occurs so that the classification accuracy will improve. We will

see that, distribution test-based methods are oversensitive and the error rate-based

methods, even with true label data, also fail to achieve this goal. To illustrate this,

we need to examine different scenarios of P(y|X) change. For simplicity, consider

a typical binary classification task with y ∈ {+,−}. The instances from the two

classes exhibit certain overlapping around the decision boundary.

From the perspective of P(y|X) changes, as shown in Figure 6.1, there are a total

of seven possible cases:

• (a) single invasion (I), where one class moves towards the decision boundary;

• (b) single retreat (R), where one class moves away from the decision boundary;

• (c) invasion and retreat (IR), where one class moves towards the decision

boundary and the other class move away from it, which is also the case when

P(X) shifts as a whole;

• (d) both invasion (II), where both classes move towards the decision boundary;

• (e) both retreat (RR), where both classes move away from the decision bound-

ary;

• (f) virtual drift (V), where P(y|X) does not change but P(X) changes;

• (g) no P(X) change (N) but P(y|X) changes, which is only detectable when

true label data is available.

As we can see, except virtual drift (V), all other drift types involve P(y|X)

change, which, by the definition of real drift, implies the requirement of model
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P(X|-)

decision boundary

P(X|+)

before
after

(a) Single invasion (I)

P(X|-)P(X|+)

(b) Single retreat (R)

P(X|-)P(X|+)

(c) Invasion & retreat (IR)

P(X|-)P(X|+)

(d) Both invasion (II)

P(X|-)P(X|+)

(e) Both retreat (RR)

P(X|-)P(X|+)

(f) Virtual (V)

P(X|-)P(X|+)

(g) No P(X) change (N)

Figure 6.1 Different types of P(y|X) changes with respect to decision boundary change.

update. However, we made an important observation that, of all the P(y|X) drift

types, only (I), (R), (IR) and (N) demonstrate decision boundary changes; while
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(II) and (RR) retain the decision boundary after drift, which means that model

update in such cases will not yield any performance improvement. To emphasize this

separation, we define types (I), (R), (IR) and (N) as maintainable drift, and types

(II), (IR), (V) as unmaintainable drift. An ideal drift detection algorithm should be

able to detect maintainable drift and ignore unmaintainable drift.

Notice, type (II) and (RR) indicate the balanced opposite movement of the two

classes, where the decision boundary stays the same due to the canceling effect. If

such opposite movement is imbalance, we can view it as the combination of type

(II) or (RR) with type (I) or (R). In this case, the actual decision boundary change

is reflect by the changes of type (I) or (R), instead of the overall changes of the two

classes.

The limitations of existing drift detection methods are manifest when we examine

how they perform in these drift cases. Since the error rate-based methods monitor

prediction accuracy decrease, they will detect types (I), (IR), (II) and (N). Thus,

the drawbacks of such methods are: 1) the maintainable type (R) drift is ignored

because the error rate does not decrease, even though a model update in such case

will improves the overall prediction accuracy; 2) the power of detecting type (IR)

drift is weak, because of the canceling effect between the invading class (accuracy

decrease) and the retreating class (accuracy increase); 3) type (II) drift is detected

because of decreasing accuracy but is unmaintainable. As for distribution test-based

methods, their major drawback is simply that they detect all drift types other than (N),

which include all unmaintainable drift types. Thus, we aim to develop an unique drift

detection method that focuses on maintainable drift, while ignoring unmaintainable

drift, and does not require true label data. The only limitation is that maintainable
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Table 6.1 The applicable drift scenarios of different drift detection methods

Detection Maintainable Drift Unmaintainable Drift
Method (I) (R) (IR) (N) (II) (RR) (V)

Error rate ✓ weak ✓ ✓
Distribution test ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
PPD(proposed) ✓ ✓ ✓

type (N) drift is neglected since it is theoretically undetectable without true labels.

Table 6.1 summarizes the applicable cases of different drift detection methods.

6.3 Prediction-based Drift Detection

In order to detect maintainable drift or decision boundary changes without true labels,

the basic assumption is that the decision boundary change will cause a P(X) change

around the decision boundary. The idea of the proposed method is thus to detect such

changes and ignore the changes that are far away from decision boundary (virtual

drift).

For unlabeled data, the information of distribution of each class is reflected upon

the predicted labels. However, the data labels are not helpful for describing the

regions adjacent to the decision boundary. In order to distinguish the instances near

the decision boundary from those that are far away, we resolve to the prediction

probability, since the instances around the decision boundary are less certain of

belonging to a class and will have a lower prediction probability. This strategy

requires classifiers that are able to output prediction probability, which we will refer

to as probability classifiers. Typical classifiers satisfying this requirement are support

vector machine, decision trees and neural networks. A noticeable inapt example is

kNN. It should be emphasized that the choice of probability classifiers here only
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affects the drift detection result, and puts no restriction on the actual classifiers for

classification.

Consider binary classification for example, the label of an instance x can be

assigned by a probability classifier when its probability of belonging to a certain

class is above 0.5. To avoid ambiguity, we denote the predicted label as {y+,y−} and

the true label as {+,−}. Given an instance, there are four possible prediction results:

P(y+|+), P(y+|−), P(y−|−) and P(y−|+). Thus in this way, the whole sample can

be divided into four subsets accordingly. For computational convenience, we define

the equivalent subsets as follows,

Definition 6.1. Given a sample set X of binary class {+,−}, with a threshold σ ,

define conditional error sets as

E(yi| j) = {x : P(yi| j)≤ σ}

and error sets as

E(yi) = E(yi|i)
⋃

E(yi| j)

where i, j ∈ {+,−}.

To detect P(y|X) changes between two sample sets, we can examine the changes

on the error sets. Consider the type (IR) drift as an example. For demonstration

purpose, we only describe the changes on the error sets for y−, as shown in Figure

6.2. However, same arguments apply for y+. The prediction probability of y− for

samples of both classes are shown in (a), with certain overlapping around the decision

boundary, which is modeled by a classifier. Now suppose the (IR) drift occurs with

X+ invading and X− retreating. E(y−|+) will decrease since instances in X+ will
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P(-)
0.5

X+ X-

(a) P( f (x) = y−)

P(-)
0.5

X+

(b) E(y−|+) decreases

X-

(c) E(y−|−) decreases

Figure 6.2 E(y−) changes when IR drift occurs (class+ invading, class− retreating).

Table 6.2 Error set changes for different types of drift.

Drift E(y−|−) E(y−|+) E(y−)
maintainable (I) ↗ − ↗

(R) ↘ − ↘
(IR) ↗ ↗ ↗

↘ ↘ ↘
(N) − − −

unmaintainable (II) ↗ ↘ −
(RR) ↘ ↗ −
(V) − − −

have higher probability of belonging to − as they approach or cross the decision

boundary. E(y−|−) will also decrease for the opposite reason. As a result, in such

case, E(y−) combines both decreases and becomes an indicator for the (IR) drift.

Error set changes for all drift types are listed in Table 6.2. We can see that

maintainable drift types (I), (R) and (IR) will result in changes on error set E(y−).

However for unmaintainable drift types (II) and (RR), the canceling effect of the

different changes on the conditional error sets will result in no change on E(y−),

which is desirable.
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To statistically detect the changes on the error sets, we extend the neighbor search

discrepancy to compute univariate prediction probability.

Definition 6.2. (probability percentile discrepancy) Given two sets of sample

points X1,X2 generated from a b.p.p in R1, let pσ be the value of σ -percentile of

X1, and the number of points in the percentile is k1. With k2 points from X2 whose

values do no exceed pσ , define probability percentile discrepancy as

PPD(k1,k2) = CDFBeta(k1,k2)(0.5)

The value of PPD should be close to 0.5 if X1,X2 are generated from the same

distribution. A small value of PPD, when lower than a confidence interval θ ,

rejects the same distribution hypothesis and a drift is detected, which in this case, a

maintainable drift.

The pseudo code of the drift detection method is shown in Algorithm 6.1. Lines

1-5 predict the probabilities for both training set and test set; lines 6-10 calculate

the value of PPD for both classes and output the detect result; lines 12-19 is the

procedure of computing PPD.

6.4 Experimental evaluation

To evaluate the performance of the proposed drift detection algorithm, we conduct

three groups of experiments with various types of data sets. We first use synthetic

data to demonstrate the effectiveness of PPD on detecting maintainable drift and

avoiding unmaintainable drift. Then we evaluate the computational efficiency of
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Algorithm 6.1: PPDDetection
input :X , origin set containing starting points of a neighbor search;

Y , reference set for searching neighbors;
T , test set for detecting decision region change;
C, classifier with probability output, default SVM.
σ , percentile, default 0.5.
θ , confidence threshold for drift detection, default 0.05.

output :detection result for test set,
true (drift)
false (no drift)

1 let C := train(X ,Y );
2 let P+ := predict(C,X ,+);
3 let P− := predict(C,X ,−);
4 let Q+ := predict(C,T,+);
5 let Q− := predict(C,T,−);

6 let ppd+ = ComputePPD(P+,Q+);
7 let ppd− = ComputePPD(P−,Q−);

8 if ppd+ < θ or ppd− < θ then
9 return true (drift)

10 end
11 else
12 return false (no drift)
13 end

14 Procedure ComputePPD (P, Q)
15 let p := percentile(P,σ);
16 let c := |P| ∗σ ;
17 let t := |{x : x ∈ Q,x ≤ p}|;
18 if c ≥ t then
19 return PPD(c, t +1)
20 end
21 else
22 return 1−PPD(c, t)
23 end

PPD with data sets of various dimensions and sample sizes. Lastly, we apply PPD in
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Table 6.3 Additional parameters of comparison methods used in the experiments.

Method Parameter Symbol Value
PPD Percentile threshold σ 0.5
CM Euclidean distance threshold dε 0.05

KDQ Minimum side length of a cell δ 2−10

Maximum number of points in a cell τ 100

a classification task on a real world data set to show the improvement on the final

classification accuracy.

As a comparison, we choose two representative works of distribution test-based

drift detection - competence model-based drift detection(CM) [75] and information-

theoretic drift detection(KDQ) [30]. Additionally, as a baseline, we also implement

an error rate-based detection algorithm (ERR) which monitors the output accuracy

of the classifier and triggers drift alerts when its decrease exceeds a predefined

significance threshold.

Unless indicated otherwise, the window size for distribution tests is set to 500; the

significance level is set to 5% for all the algorithms. Algorithm specific parameters

are listed in Table 6.3.

6.4.1 Various drift types

We first evaluate the performance of the proposed detection method against the

various types of P(y|X) drift. The original data sets are generated from uniform 2D

squares. Uniform distribution is used because we aim to evaluate the algorithms’

ability of detecting decision boundary changes instead of P(X) changes. The in-

stances of the two classes are sampled within range [0,1] and [0.5,1.5] respectively

to introduce certain amount of decision boundary overlapping. The test data sets are
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PPD

Figure 6.3 Type (I) drift (maintainable) detection accuracy
.

generated by applying offsets on the corresponding ranges to simulate different types

of drift. Multiple test sets are used with increasing offsets from 0.5 to 1.0 to test the

algorithms performance against different drift intensity. Each test set consists of 100

drift locations.

Experiment 6.1. (Maintainable single invasion (I) drift and single retreat (R) drift)

In this experiment, we apply offsets to only one class, first with negative offsets to

simulate type (I) drift, then with positive offsets to simulate the (R) drift. The results

are shown in Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4. We see that for both drift types, PPD has

achieved overall best performance, especially for type (I) drift. Also notice ERR

failed to detect type (R) drift, because in this case, the classification accuracy is

increasing instead of decreasing. Notice model maintenance is still required for type

(R) drift as it will yield higher classification accuracy.
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PPD

Figure 6.4 Type (R) drift (maintainable) detection accuracy.

Experiment 6.2. (Maintainable invasion and retreat (IR) drift) In this experiment,

we simultaneously apply positive offsets to both classes to simulate the type (IR)

drift. As the result shows in Figure 6.5, PPD has achieved the overall top accuracy.

Especially when the drift intensity is small, PPD has outperformed other algorithms

by a large margin. Noticeably, ERR performed poorly for the (IR) drift due to the

canceling effect of both increasing and deceasing accuracy of the two classes.

Experiment 6.3. (Unmaintainable both invasion (II) drift) In this experiment, we

apply negative offset to the class of larger values of X and positive offset to the

other class to simulate the type (II) drift. This type of drift is unmaintainable

since the decision boundary tends to remain unchanged when the two class move

towards each other. As the result shows in Figure 6.6, PPD has the lowest and most

importantly, constant false detection rate for different drift intensity. By comparison,

all other algorithms sensitively detect such drift which leads to unnecessary model
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PPD

Figure 6.5 Type (IR) (maintainable) drift detection accuracy.

PPD

Figure 6.6 Type (II) drift (unmaintainable) false detection rate (lower is better).

maintenance. The constant false detection rate of PPD is cause by the random

changes on the decision boundary during the opposing movement of the two classes.

Experiment 6.4. (Unmaintainable both retreat (RR) drift) In this experiment, oppo-

site to the previous experiment, we apply positive offset to the class of larger values
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PPD

Figure 6.7 Type (RR) drift (unmaintainable) false detection rate (lower is better).

of X and negative offset to the other class to simulate the type (RR) drift, which

is also unmaintainable. The result is shown in Figure 6.7. We can see that PPD

and ERR are able to completely ignore such drift, whereas distribution test-based

methods - CM and KDQ failed to avoid it. It should be emphasized that unlike ERR,

PPD accomplished this desirable result without relying on true labels.

6.4.2 High dimensional data

Next, we evaluate the performance of PPD on high dimensional data. The experiment

settings are similar to previous experiments expect that the data sets are generated

from uniform hyper-cubes of various dimensions.

Experiment 6.5. (Detection accuracy on high dimensional drift data) In this experi-

ment, we generate test sets with various dimensions {2,4,8}. The type (I) drift is

introduced for demonstration purpose. The result is shown in Table 6.4. We can

see that PPD achieved the best result when dimension is low, and seconded after
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Table 6.4 Drift detection result on high-dimensional data

Dim Method
Drift intensity

(0.05) (0.06) (0.07) (0.08) (0.09) (0.1)
2 PPD 38 49 60 59 81 85

CM 19 31 32 44 58 66
KDQ 11 13 20 36 48 60
ERR 19 40 50 56 69 75

4 PPD 28 34 45 63 78 83
CM 16 17 19 18 15 16

KDQ 9 11 14 14 17 25
ERR 30 41 55 69 82 84

8 PPD 35 43 57 69 75 82
CM 7 9 12 11 14 13

KDQ 4 4 5 7 10 11
ERR 46 59 72 79 85 93

ERR as dimension increases. It is expected that ERR should not be affected by

dimensional increase since it uses true label data to monitor the error rate. However,

it is interesting to see that among the three methods that are not using true labels,

PPD demonstrates high robustness in high dimensional cases, wheres the detection

accuracy of CM and KDQ drops drastically.

Experiment 6.6. (Detection efficiency) In this experiment, we measure the com-

putation time cost of PPD with data sets of various dimensions and window sizes

and compare it with other methods. The running times are obtained in a server

environment with Intel Xeon 2.40GHz CPU, 256GB memory and 64bit Red Hat

Linux Operating System. The programs are implemented in Python 2.7 with numpy,

scipy library stack. No parallel computation is used for easier performance analysis.

The result is shown in Table 6.5. The key observations is that, the training process

of PPD is very efficient, approaching the performance of the trivial ERR method. The

distribution test-based methods CM and KDQ are more than two magnitudes slower.
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Table 6.5 Running time of drift detection with different dimensions and window sizes.

Dim Win size Method Train(s) Detect(s)
2 500 PPD 0.021 0.003

CM 13.327 0.027
KDQ 2.414 0.005
ERR 0.021 0.002

4 500 PPD 0.021 0.003
CM 14.187 0.028

KDQ 3.012 0.006
ERR 0.021 0.002

8 500 PPD 0.028 0.003
CM 14.880 0.030

KDQ 2.760 0.006
ERR 0.030 0.004

8 1000 PPD 0.085 0.007
CM 37.174 0.074

KDQ 4.674 0.009
ERR 0.066 0.006

8 1500 PPD 0.138 0.014
CM 90.881 0.182

KDQ 6.469 0.013
ERR 0.121 0.013

This is because the training process of CM and KDQ involves an extra resampling

procedure which repeatedly computes the test statistic for hundreds of times in order

to estimate its variance. Another observation is that for all the methods, dimensional

increase exerts limited impact on the performance whereas larger window sizes

considerably increase the computation time of both training and detect processes.

6.4.3 Real world data set

Finally, we evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed drift detection method in a real

world classification task.
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Experiment 6.7. (Classification accuracy on real world drift data) We use the

Sensor data set [77] which is a popular concept drift benchmark data set. The data

is generated from 54 sensors that are deployed in the Intel Berkeley Research lab over

two months period, which presumably contains daily concept drift. Features include

timestamp, topology information, humidity, temperature, light and voltage values.

The classification task is to predict from which sensor a record is generated. We

use the data with the first two labels, containing 20,000 records. The drift detection

algorithms are implemented with sliding windows of size 200. The base classifier

is kNN with k=5 and its case base is updated with the latest data once a drift is

detected.

The result is shown in Figure 6.8. The drift locations generated by each algorithm

are marked as dashes. As we can see, PPD produces the best overall classification

performance. Also notice that PPD has triggered similar number of drift alerts as

that of KDQ, which indicates that PPD generate more accurate drift locations. ERR

detection method is less sensitive and generated fewest drift alerts compared to

distribution test-based methods.

6.5 Summary

We introduced a new definition of drift types - maintainable and unmaintainable drift,

to distinguish different scenarios where model maintenance will or will not result in

prediction accuracy increase. After that, we developed a drift detection algorithm

that 1) only detects maintainable drift, 2) avoids unnecessary model maintenance,

and 3) does not rely on true label data. Experiments have demonstrated the advantage
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of the proposed method on accurately detecting different types of drift and improving

the classification performance on concept drift data.



Chapter 7

Conclusion and Future Research

7.1 Conclusions

Data stream mining has received increasing attention as a result of the rapid growth of

online applications such as sensor networks, telecommunication, mobile applications

and cloud computing. Data generated by these systems, for example, network logs

and electronic transaction flows, come in large volume and evolve over time, which

means not only that data is generated at a very fast speed, but that the underlying

distribution of the data is also constantly changing. This is known as the concept

drift problem and it is considered to be one of the major challenges to online data

mining and machine learning systems.

Although numerous concept drift detection and adaptation algorithms have been

developed, they still suffer from several major limitations, including expensive

computational cost, distribution dependency and triggering redundant alarms.

To improve the accuracy of drift detection and the effectiveness of drift adaptation,

this study introduced the neighbor search discrepancy, equal density regions and
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probability percentile discrepancy to describe different types of concept drift, as well

as a instance reduction framework for both drift detection and classification.

The findings of this study are summarized as follows:

1. The development of a novel real concept drift detection algorithm based on a new

statistic that measures the classification boundary difference between two samples,

which is able to detect real concept drift with high accuracy while ignoring virtual

drift, and indicate the direction of the classification boundary change by identifying

invasion or retreat of a certain class. (To achieve Objective 1, Chapter 3)

The concept of nearest neighbor search adopts a new perspective of the nearest

neighbor problem, which leads to a series of statistics, including neighbor search

volume, neighbor search volume ratio and neighbor search discrepancy. The NSD

drift detection algorithm focuses on detecting classification boundary change (real

drift) and ignores virtual drift, which makes higher test power possible. The algo-

rithms is computationally efficient, since the significance threshold of the underlying

statistic can be calculated directly from formula, without relying on re-sampling

techniques. It is also able to describe real concept drift as classification boundary

retreat or invasion of each class.

2. The development of a novel instance reduction algorithm for both concept drift

detection and classification, under a unified framework, which yields reduction in-

stances for both objectives without computational overhead. (To achieve Objective 2,

Chapter 4)

The novel concept of a decision region serves as a replacement for traditional

decision boundaries, which is ambiguous and algorithm-specific. A computationally
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efficient framework gives rise to two instance reduction algorithms — DRS for

concept drift detection, DRB for classification. Classification and concept drift

detection can be performed in less time and using less space because only one

instance selection process is needed for both tasks. The framework is designed to

only detect real concept drift and does not rely on any resampling technique.

3. The development of a novel change detection algorithm based on the estima-

tion of equal density regions, with the aim of overcoming the issues of instability

and inefficiency that underlie methods of predefined space partitioning schemes.

(To achieve Objective 3, Chapter 5)

The idea of the EDE drift detection algorithm is to find regions where the two

data sets have the same density. Since the smallest region in which two data sets

have the same density is marked by the two points from each data set that are closest

to each other, the accumulation of such distances is able to reflect the distribution

difference between two samples. EDE is non-parametric and makes no assumption

about the data distribution.

4. The development of a novel categorization of drift types - maintainable and

unmaintainable drift, to describe the necessity of model maintenance in different

scenarios, and a unique drift detection algorithm based on probability percentile

discrepancy, which detects only maintainable drift without relying on true label data.

(To achieve Objective 4, Chapter 6)

The concept of maintainable and unmaintainable drift distinguishes different

scenarios where model maintenance will or will not result in prediction accuracy

increase, which reveals the limitations of existing drift detection algorithms. The
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unique PPD drift detection algorithm only detects maintainable drift, thus avoids

unnecessary model maintenance, and it achieves this goal without relying on true

label data.

7.2 Future Study

This thesis identifies the following directions as future work:

• Specialized model maintenance. The proposed algorithms are able to accu-

rately detect changes and locate drift instances. The simple model retraing

strategy is used for adapting to the new concept. Future attempts can be made

to develop concept drift adaptation models based on the output of the proposed

detection method which, for example, utilize the information of retreat and

invasion, instance reduction output or density regions.

• Drift detection on decision boundary segmentations. A possible improvement

on proposed drift detection methods may be achieved by identifying and

dividing the classification boundary into different sections according to data

distribution, thus completely avoid the canceling effect of boundary rotation.

Such algorithm also makes it possible to detection regional drifts that are of

particular interest in certain real-world applications, e.g. monitoring drift on a

subset of target instances.

• Geometric solutions. An alternative research direction could be to improve

algorithms’ performance by leveraging other geometric techniques, such as

convex hull or graphs. Such methods are often well studies in mathematics and

have deterministic solutions. However, special attention must be paid when
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applying these solutions to high dimensional data. Approximation methods

are preferred for efficiency of handling stream data.

• Feature evolving analysis. Most of the proposed theories and algorithms are

designed for describing the decision boundary changes. The results indicate

the class separability, which can be directly used to feature evolving analysis

in unsupervised learning, where the separating and merging of clusters lead to

new features.

Handling concept drift is an important and still challenging issue. It is a critical

technique in achieving adaptive machine learning systems. The future research on

concept drift tolerant machine learning algorithms has great prospects.
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